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The .$tudent's $pecial Offer
-· - - - OVER. - - - -

$300 IN PREMIUMS.
· Send $1.25 to pay for your own subscription to THE STUDENT for one year.
Send at the same time the names and addresses of 20 of your friends or acquaintances. We .will register these names and send to each a sample copy of
THE STUDENT hoping to secure their subscriptions. On the 1st of July next,
to that person whose list of names has yielded the largest percentage of subscribers we will give a high grade PNEUMATIC TIRE BICYCLE, style of
1893, worth $r5o.oo.
To the person whose list is second we will give a latest improved STANDARD
REMINGTON TYPEWRITER complete with table and case, worth $Ioo.oo.
To the person whose list is third we will give a complete set of the ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA with 5 American volumes, in all 30 volumes, bound
in cloth, worth $6o. oo.
To the person whose list is fourth we will give a WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY, worth $1o.oo.
All that is needed in this offer is to send qne year's subscription for yourself
and a list of 20 names,-the work of 20 minutes. Of course you may use such
influence as you may wish to induce your friends to subscribe. You can not
afford to pass by this unprecedented offer with a mere glance.
It means just what it says. Somebody will get these magnificent premiums
for the little trouble it takes to comply with these conditions.

The Prel)liUIJlS.
The bicycle included in this offer is the well known "Ariel" bicycle. It is
the equal of any high grade bicycle made, and sells everywhere at $15o.oo.
The Remington Typewriter is too well known to need any description. This
offer means the latest improved machine, complete and ready for work.
The Encyclopedia Britannica included in this offer does not mean a trashy
"condensed" IO volume edition that is not worth the paper it is written on.
It means the complete Britannica latest edition, in 25 volumes with 5 American
volumes, making in all 30 large volumes substantially bound in cloth,-a complete library ih itself.
Webster's International Dictionary is well known to everyone. It is the
standard dictionary in the United States.
We guarantee there is not a trashy thing in these premiums. Everything is
of the highest quality.
ADDRESS

THE STUDENT,
108 College Ave.,

VALPARAISO, IND.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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'N. H. ·v AIL,

ReJ>airing
GarefullyQone.
~oii'GI'I:od,
Vouv Patronage <:>
...

Watches, Jewelry,
Si}lf.e rware 1 G}ocks,
1'

etc. 1 etc.

'' 0'1..1.rie>-u..s Q"U..estie>n.s''
Nearly six-hundred genuinely interesting questions, bearing ?
upon the odds and ends of ART, HISTORY, LrTERATURE, and oCIAL LIFE, together with bright, cri sp, scholarly answers to each
question. More than eight-hundred large octavo pages. Beauti fully illustrated with fine full-page copper-plate engravings of the I
most noted works of Art and Architecture.

?

1

1

HE RY CoPPEE, LL. D. Professor of
Englislt Literature, Lelligh Univtrsity.
"l heartily recommend the volume to
teachers for use in classes, and also as a
basis for supplementary lectures.

I

C)

JAME fcCosH, D. D. LL. D.
President of Princeton College.
"A very interesting work ; full of
very curious information, which has been
, collected with great care, and which it
would be very difficult to find elsewhere."

( REV.

•

?

?

. PAR 0 s, President ?
of Indiana Stale ormal Sc/wol.
"An excellent work for ready refence and ahoutds with useful and
helpful information."
I
REV. A DREW PRESTO' PEAll JJY, D. C)
D. LL. D. of Han.ard Unizm·slly.
(
"l find that some of the qu stions, I •
could not have answercd,or have known
where to look f r their answers. The C)
hook will be f ine tirnahle value to any f
intelligent person."
PROFESSOR \V. \

It doe n't cost much to own a copy and it costs nothing but a l ostal
card to know all about it. Specimen pages, illustrations, etc., free.

B. T.

CALVERT

& Co. 236

Wben an wering advert!

?

~outb Eighth ~t. , Philadelphia, Pa.
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W. G. W{NJ)LE 1

ifapla and JanGg

~FOGBFias,

Fine Lanaps and Glassware.
DEL1CIOUS PIES, CAKES, COOKIES AND CANDIES, ALWAYS FRESH.

Just the place to get ~ toothsome lunch put up.
JO~~

S. E. Corner lUain & Franklin Sts.

LEP.ELL,

~!fo~® ifM~~o{tM~r®9 f.\\o~~@~~9 l?oe£{tM~r® lf~r&M®~o~
EAST MAIN 8TREET, VALPARAISO, IND.
I WANT THE STUDENT'S TRADE,

VALP_ARAISO

and to get it, keep in my stock of

~oots and

Shoes

several lines especially
o--AD.AFTED,--o
for good wear and neat style,

TO STUDENT'S NEEDS.
J. F. T.!ILCOTT.,
NO. 9 EAST MAIN ST.

- - - - - G O TO,-----

AYLES WOI{ TH'S
FOR T::S:E

Dou~l61.8

W. h.

F{NE SMOES~~

is situated on the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chicago Railway, a main thoroughfare of the
--system known as--

·THE PENNSYLVANIA LINES.·
It is thereby in direct communication with Chicago on the west, with Plymouth, Columbia City
and Ft. Wayne, Indiana; Van Wert, Delphos,
Lima, Upper Sandusky, Bucyrus, Mansfield,
Massillon, and Canton, 0.
On express trains PulJ.man Sleeping and Dining cars are carried via Valparaiso to
PITTSBURG,
.
BALTIMORE,
WASHINGTON,
PHILADELPHIA,
NEW YORK.
For complete information regarding rates of
fare and time of trains, apply to
GEO. A. DODGE,

ll~i Q3QiwflllQiWl~W 6lu.ldl J:LwaldCJi~QI

~irst

Sbae

Sca ~e

ft:. MaiD Sc.
NO

Ticket Agent, Valparaiso, Ind.,
.TOSEPH WOOD..

2'-

E. A. FORD,

General Manager,
General Passenger Agt.
Pittsburg. Pa.

db B.A.~ STE::FI.,
GASH Hardware Jlea)ers.

:Fl.OSS

FINE CuTTLERY AND RAzoRs A SPECIALTY.

Good Goods at Lowest Prices, our Motto.
38 WEST MAIN STREET,

Teeth extracted
without pain.

VALPARAISO, INDIANA.

TH E LEADING DENTIST.
When answering advertisements mention TBE

STUDENT.

73 MAIN STREET,
V ALPARA J O,Jlo<J>,

I

I
I

I

'I

I

I

ADVERTISEMENTS.
CAREFUL AND SKILLFUL DENTAL WORK AT MODERATE PRICES.

DR.. EI.. .I V. R.EN"IVER.,
----6®@DE~TIST 7 ~INDIANA.

VALPARAISO,

Bloch's Laundry
Is The Place
where yo u can ge t work done to suit.
GIVE U S A TRIAL.-

-

40 WEST MAIN ST
R E A S ON

JAM E S

B ELL.

B E LL.

BELL BROS.,

LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLES
GOOD RIGS AT REASONABLE R A T ES.

!

1

E AS T M AIN S T. , OPP. T. B , L OUD E R B A C K 6 SH O P,

VA'LPA.RA.IS O , IND .

THE
BEST IS THE
Send TEN cents to 28 Un ion Sq., N.Y.,
for our prize game, "Blind Luck," and
win a New Home Sewing Machine.

The New Home Sewing Machine Co.
ORANCE, MASS.

~28· UNIORf)(lU~~

C.~\CAGo -~~'il~· A7'LAN . -:,l'~fRAHCtsef
ILL. • eos'1°~j\~~,G-4.
CAL.

"tloU\~te~· F'OR SALE BY

~GE

Valparaiso, Ind .

MILLER,~

PROPRIETOR OF

L ivery., Bon rd a n d S a le Stables,
LA F' AY ETT E S T., OPP. C E NTRA L Hou sE ,

VALPARAISO, IND.
-GOOD R I GS AT REASO NABLE R ATES.--

MUDGE'S GKllliERY
OF VALPARAISO,

0-"LL~,,.e.Y.•

W . S. WILSON,

• T.

is known for miles around, as producing the highest grade of Photog raphic Art.

STC>O~.
--CONSISTING O F - -

N ew and Second Hand Books, Stationery, Inks, Pens, T ab lets, B lank
Books, Drugs, L amps, Notions, etc.
- - A F ULL LINE OF STUDE NTS' S UPPLIES. - -

O rders for Books and anything kept in our line promptly filled by

THE LIGHTCAP COMPANY,
1 0 5 College Ave., V alparal8o, Ind.

When answering advertisements mention THE STUDENT.

AD VERTISEMEN T S.

4
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CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY .

··~r~-~~~~~o~

. THE GREAT 1'RUNK LINE between Val1•arniso and all

points East and West.
In traveling to and from the "Northern Indiana Normal School," see that
tickets read via above line, and secure

comfort, speed and safety at low-

.

~~liJIIaiiii~IJI est rates compatible with first cla~s service.
.

,

1

N. D.-Passengers to and from the East will enjoy the novel experience of passing through the
G1·eat hzternationnl Tunnel.
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$Sunday only.

Through Palace Sleeping cars hetween Chicago and New York-Trains 4, 6, 8, 1, 9, 7; Boston-Trains 4, 6, 9, 7;
Saginaw Valley-Trams 6 and 9; Detroit-Trains 6 and 9. Trains 8 and 7 run tllro ugh ROlld between Chicago and
New York. Meals served en route !n splendid New D!nlng Cars.
For time tables, tickets, and further Information, apply to JAMES .MoCR&E, Agent, Valparaiso.
GEO. H. R E EVE,
,V. E . DA.VRS,

T ratuc lllauager.

G e n. P assenger a nd Tick e t A g t.

lJ.,he

~upply

The Home and $cbool

Simplex Printer.
A new invention for duplicating copies of writings or drawings.

EURE~U~
managed by the undersigned, gives informatior
and aid to those desiring to visit the Nation'
Capital, or to secure certain book , facts, papen
etc., not accessible except at heavy expense Jl
time and m~:mey. Teachers, students,preachers,
and profe swnal people generally can secure efficent service on quick time and reasonable rates.

From an original, on ordinary paper with any
pen, 100 copies can be made.
copies of
typewriter manuscripts produced in IS minutes.
Send for circulars and samples.
AGENTS ~ ANTED.

so

LAWTON &
~0

co.,

V e.ey

t., New York.

For terms address (with stamps),

J.

Frai~ e

Richard~

WASHI TGTON, D.

When anewerin~r advert!eementl mention 'l'ml

Tt1D:ZNT.

c.

,·,

ADVERTISEMEN TS.
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Trains depart from and arrive at Union Railway Sta.tion, Van Buren St., Chicago, and N. Y . , L. E._& W.

R. R. St ation, Buffalo.
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READ THIS SIDE UP.

Train No. 1 Leaves Buffa lo dally except Sunday. Tru.fn No. 2 lettves Chicago daily except Saturday. Other trains
dRily except Sunrlay. Buffet Sleeping Cars between Chicago nnd Duffalo on trains Nos. 1 and 2.
Passengers ticketed t.hrough and baggage checked
destju::.ti•m.
For r ates or orther Information, call on agents or address,
V. H. WENDT,
LEWIS WILLIAMS.
B. J<'. HORNER,
Agent, Valparaiso.
General Superintendent,
General Passenger Agt.,
CL"EYELAND, OHIO.

to
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pitman

System of

THE ODELL

Phonog~aJlby

IS THE

A m~ricafl S~sc~m

of Shorchafld.

To supply the increasin g demand for s tenographers, schools of shortha nd a nd type-writing have been establish ed in v arious parts of
the country, and, with few exceptions, all business colleges now have a "department of shorthand." A number of systems are taught, but
tltat of' Benn Pitman is more gen. _
erally used titan any otlter in this
country., and may be called tlte
H~merican .sy.ste rn. "-Extract from the
Report of tlze Commissioner of Education (Waslzington, D. C.), for the year I887-88, page 927.
If I were starting to learn Phonography now,
I should get Benn Pitman's il1'anual and other
books and follow them.-Dennis F Murphy, Official Reportt!r of tlu U.S. Senate. See PHO •oGRAPHIC MAGAZINE, Vol. V, page I05-Apri!,
I 89I.
Send for complt:te catalogue and specimen
pages of all phonographic publications.
A liberal discount w ill b e mad e to a ll schools and to
teacher s of P h on ograp hy, and special prices will be
q uoted for introd uction an d exc:l'l.tngc. Address

TH& P H ONOGR APH IC INSTIT UTE,

Type

Writer.

$20 will huy the Odell T ype W riter with 78 ch:uacters and $15 for the
Single Case Odell, warranted to do
better work than any machine made.
It combines srMPLIClTY with DURABILITY,

SPEED,

EASE

OPERATIO-.,

ODELL TYPE WRI~~R•C<?:.:.85 8•36 4 D earbor n t., Chl ea ~o Ill :

C I NCINNATI, OHIO .

When

OF

wears longer without cost of repairs than
any other machine. Has no ink ribbon
to bother the operator.
It is neat, substantial, nickel -olated, perfect, and adapted to all kinds of type writing. Like
a printing press, it produces"sharp,clean
legible manuscripts. Two or ten copies
can be made at one writing.
Any intelligent person can become an opera ·
tor in two days.
We offer $1 , 0 0 0 to
any operator who can equal the work of
the Doub l e Ca s e Odell .
Reliable Agents and Salesmen wanted.
Special inducements to Dealers.
For Pamphlet giving Indorsements,
etc., address

anawer1Dr~advert!temente:ment1on

TBE

S'I1J'DENT.
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A. ,..-..rhoroughly .I:-,ractical In.st,itl.-."tion.
The majority of the Board of Directors and a number of the Faculty of this
institution are graduates of the NORTHERN INDIANA N oRMAL ScHOOL and BusiNESs INSTITUTE of Valparaiso, Ind.
The same practic;al methods of teaching
prevailing at the Normal are adopted in this College.
Anyone desiring to take a thorough course in Dentistry will do well to look
into the merits of the

Rmeriean Gollege of IJental Su~ge~~'
of Chicago, Ill., before deciding to go elsewhere.
The City of Chicago offers rare advantages to the Dental Student. Every
Nationality is here represented. Every form of disease of the Oral Cavity is
here encountered. Thousands of persons apply annually for treatment at our
Dental College. The Dental Student becomes thoroughly familiar with all classes
of cases. He is required to perform many different and difficult operations
under the direction of skilful instructors.
Sprin;; Tl'rm be;;insApril 3rd, 1893, and continues 3 months.

Eiglat/t .!l.nnual Winter Term begins-October 17, 1893, and continues 6 months.

For Catalogues and Circulars giving full particulars address,

THEO. MENGES, Sec'y.,
479 Wabash Ave., CWcago, Ill.
)V~en

answering advertisements mention THE

STUDEI'I'T.

•~
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
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NORMAL BOOK STORE,
\1 alparaiso, !l)dial)a,
----HAS OPENED IN----

NE-v:J BUILDING--WITH AN----

E:I\TLA.:E=I..G-ED

STOC~,

---CHIEFLY OF---

~i-nc ~:oetn@, ~:o:ok@
f~in~

1u. ~i nc

~indin!l ~ ,

and cvc-ep

in fyc hook line @uifa.hlc £os?

ta

~up~~lf?>

u

..

WE HAVE ALSO ENLARGED OUR FACILITIES FOR

~~BOOK MAKING, ~~

Rulin~,

rintin~, -

inding,

We JIIIanufarture a line of TABS, SMALL BLA TK.S, STUDE TS' NOTE BOOKS, REl'ORTING BOOKS, GRAMMAR BOOKS, SCRATCH BOOKS, ETc. For use in schools.
Manufacturing Commercial Blanks FOR THEORY IN SCHOOLS is our specialty. Our
line for Schools is worked on the best paper and listed the lowest of any Commercial Blanks made.
They are now imitated by many other manufactures. To avoid this imitation, see that each sheet
of paper 1s water marked "Sunny Side Mills." In this line we make a JOURNAL, LEDGER, DAY
BooK and CASH BooK, 40 pages ea., pressboard cover, listed at 10 cents each. In leather and
marble paper, board bindings, 12,Vz cts per quire. Crown cap, heavy paper, leather hack and mar·
ble paper sides, over-reaching covers, digit line ruling, ~ and Yz page Accounts in Ledgers, an<l
indexed on edge, 16% cents per quire. Same in cloth in place Qf marble paper, but with leather
corners, 25 cents per quire 48 pages per quire. Oar line of Notes, DrJ.fts, Receit,ts, Checks and
other blanks have been so extensively called for that we are making engraved forms, giving the appearance of lithographic work. These are listed at $5.00 per 100 books, 36 in a book. Our Bills
Payable and Receivable, Bill Head Taus and Bank I)ass Books are the same price, 5 cent. each,
, II

For Banking,

we make,CASII BOOK. , COLLECTION REGISTER. ,

TI CKLER.· , DISCOUNT BoOK·, LEDGERS, AND lNDIVIDU L LEDGERS .

Also, SIX-COLUMN JOURNALS, LUMBER BOOKS.

Special Rulings

of

any kind made to order.

Liberal discounts given to teachers and dealers .
When

answerin~

B. F . PERRINE, Book-seller and Stationer,
alparaiso, Ind.

advertisements mention THE STUDENT.

AD VERTISEMENTS.

8

Sommer Kormal School at the World's Fair Cit~.
It will be held at the COOK COU ITY NORMAL SCH OOL , Ch1cago, begin ·
ning Monday, July 10th, 1893, and contiuing th ree weeks.

Ten Minutes from -w-orld's Fair Grounds.
Morn ing Sessions only.

World' s Fair Afternoons and Evenings.

'n
The foll owing departments will be organized:
SLOYD -

PSYCHOLOGYlllrector, Col. FRANCIS 1\' . PARKER, Chlc·.ago, 111.

NA 'I'URAL

SCI~NCE -

J>lrector, P rof. WILBUR S. JACKMA.N, Ch!CRg O, Ill.

AR1THI.U E'I'I C-

Dlre<:Lress,

~Uss SARAH

E. GRISWOLD, Uhlcago, Ill.

KINDERGAU.'. I'EN-

D!rcctor, v\'.11 . H. GIFFIN, Chicago, Ill.

DRi\.WIN G -

Director, Dr. LA~ GDO-:>' S. THO)tP&ox, .Jer sey City, N.J.

lUlJ ~I C -

Uircctor. WALTER J. KENYON, Ch!Cagc>, Ill.

PHYSICAL CULTUKJ<;Direct.or, UARL J. KROH, C'h!CRJ!"O. Til.
mODEL CLi\.SS & PRII.liARY TEi\.CHING

.

1l!rect r e8~. ANN IE F. ALLEN, Chicago, Ill.

CHALK lUODELINGDirel:lress. lDA ('. HEFFRON, Chicago, Ill.

IJ!rectors, Prof. CBA S. E. "\VHITINO, Uoston, :\lass.
Prof. F. H. P"RAI'F.. Yp llnuti, l\lich.

LANGU AGE A N D ll.EA DINGDirec tress, Mis s .MATHILDE CoFFIN, Detroit.

lUUSIU DEPARTJUENTAssl s tant, JENXIE A. WoRTHINGTON, Albion, 1\Jlch.

DKA.,VING DEPAR'J' IliEN'J'Asslstant, Miss J,lLLTE M. GODDEN, Chicago, Ill.

A MOST DESIRABLE LOCATION.

• l
!

T he CooK Cou NTY NoRMAL ScHooL BUILDINGs AND GROUNDS
afford every oppor tunity for convenien ce and comfort to teachers who desire to combine a visit to the \Vo rld's Fai r an d professional study under intelligent dir ection.
THE FACULTY OF THE SCHOOL.

The members of the faculty engaged for this Summ er Scho ol
are sp ecialists of the first order in the departments over wh ic h
they will have charge. No such Summer School fa culty was
ever advertised before.

'I

EXPENSE.
,.)

Teachers can be accommodated at the Boarding Hall if two
occupy a room for $10. oo per week. This Hall will be open
from June 27th, but teachers attending the Summer School will,
if they write early, HAVE ROOMS RESERVED FOR THEM during the
ses ion of th~ School. Tuition $3.oo to $1s.oo per course depending on subjects selected for study.

)
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DRAWING AND MUSIC .

The THOl\IPSON SYSTEM OF DRAWING and the \VHITING PuBLIC
S HOOL Musrc CouRSE will be the Systems of D rawing and
Music taught.
A large circular is being prepared which will contain the
syllabi of the different departments. This will be sent on request.
THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT.

Do not make any arrangement for the Summer which will
prevent you from attending this School.
For full information send for large circular, or write to

--++t

-t--

~-

E . PULS I FER .
s Ea t t4tll Street, New York,
E . E. S~IT:S: .
86 Wabash Avenue,

blrago, Ill.,

Managers.
When an wering adverti, ment mention THE STUDENT.
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SOME OLD ARITHMETICS.

III.
RoBERT

J.

ALEY, A. M.

Professor of Applied Mathematics in Indiana University.
(NOTE.-For some time the writer has been making a collection of old arithmetics. The subjoined article contains a brief description of a few of the most noted
ones in the collection. The writer would be pleased to correspond with any reader
who may have information concerning arithmetics of an earlier date than 1840.
He is especially desirous of making his collection of early text-books complete )
FISHER'S INSTRUCTOR.

0

' ' THE Instructor, or Young Man's Best Assistant, by George
Fisher, Accomptant" was first published about 1730. It
was a sort of general encyclopedia, containing " pelling, Reading,
Writing, and Arithmetick in an easier \Yay than any yet published;
and how to qualefy any Person for Busines , without the Help of a
Master. * * * To which is added the Family's best Companion, with Instructions for Marking on Linen .: how to Pickle and
Preserve; to make divers sorts of \Vines; and many excellent
Plaisters and Medicines, necessary in all Families." The book
achieved considerable popularity in England and was used to some
extent in the American colonies, and was also used in the
nited
tates. As late as 1814 the book was offered for sale by avid
Hogan, bookseller, Philadelphia. The notice of it is found on the
advertising page of \Vatson, Jandon, and Addington's Arithmetic
which was published by Hogan in that year. The book must have
had some popularity in America, for about r8zo, Mordecai tewart
published at Baltimore the "Youths 'uide" a book modeled after
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Fisher's and indeed many parts of it almost exact reproductions.
As the Instructor was intended for self-instruction, it is probable
that it was never extensively used as a school-book.
The author's idea is to take up spelling, reading, writing, and
arithmetic in the order mentioned. In the preface, after mentioning the first three, he says, "The next Accomplishment for a
' Young Man, and largely treated on in this Book, is that Excellent
Science of Arithmetick, both Vulgar and Decimal; leading. him by
the Hand and by easy steps through its whole Course." Further
on he says, "In my Directions for its Attainment, I shall proceed
with such Plainness of Method, and Familiarity of Stile, as shall
render it easy to be understood, and conspicuous to the meanest
Capacity."
The fundamental processes are treated at considerable length,
compound numbers following the simple under each rule. The
directions for subtraction read as follows, " _Whatever you used to
Stop in Addition, ( whether of one Denomination or several, ) the
same you must Borrow in Subtraction, when need requires; Remembering to pay, or Carry one to the next Place towards the Left
hand. " Several problems are sol ved in illustration of these directions, but no reasons are given. Of division the author says,
"This Rule, though accounted the hardest Lesson in Arithm~tick,
yet I shall make it easy and in~e llig ible to the meanest Capacity."
After defining the general term s used, he giv es this "General Rule
for Working : 1. Seek. 2. Multiply. 3· Subtract. ' ' The r ule is
explained by the solution of se,·eral problems, yet many of us
would still be disposed to behe,·e that the promise to make it "easy
and intelligible to the meanest Capacity'' had hard ly been fulfi lled.
T-lte Golden R ule, or Rule of T ltree, of course recei ves a pro minent
place. Concerning the statin g of the quest ion we find the following, " The Chiefes t D ifficulty that o ccurs in the R ule of Three, is
th e ri ght placing of th e Num bers, or sta tin g th e Q ues tion ; Fo r
wh en that is don e, you have nothi ng more to do, but to Iultiply
and divide, and th e " o rk is done. And to this End, we are to remember that of the three gi,·en ~umbers, Two of them are always
of one Name or Den omina tion, and the other Number is e,·er of the
same rrame with the Fourth Xumber, or Answer required· and
must always be the Second or ·l \Iiddle ~umbe r ; • nd the .1. umber
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that asketh the Question, must still possess the Third or Last Place;
and the other Number of the same Name with the Third must be
First Number." These directions are certainly explicit enough,
but they destroy the mathematics invoh·ed, and practically prevent
mental development.
Vulgar fractions are treated in the usual way, many directions
but no reasons. The definition of a decimal fraction is rather interesting. "Decimal Fractions appear as whole Numbers, (and in
the general so wrought) but are distinguished from them by a Point
or Comma prefixed thus, ,5, and is read five Tenths." The comma is used as a separatrix throughout the treatise. Following the
definition we read, "The next Step is, how to reduce a Vulgar
Fraction into a Decimal; which is no more than to annex Cyphers
at Discretion (that is z, 3, or 4 &c.) to the Numerator, and then
divide it by the denominator." The other parts of the subject are
treated in a very similar way.
Under the heading, "The Carpenter's Exact Rule" are given
many rules for the measurement of the common plane and solid
bodies. These rules are all given in a purely empirical way.
Taken all in all, the book is not nearly so good as many that
preceded it. \Vhy a mediocre, when he writes a book, will ignore
the best thought of the best thinkers that have preceded him is an
enigma for which we arc still demanding an answer.
DILWORTH.

"The choolmasters Assistant" by Thomas Dilworth appeared
about I 750. It was extensively used in England; it was also introduced in America where it became ,·e ry popular. A number of
e lition of it were published in this country. So popular was it,
- that the end of a mathematical argument was reached, when one
of the disputants could show that his position was 'according to
Dilworth.' The book was the standard until about I8oo, when it
berran to be replaced by Pike, Daboll, and .\lam
The work con ists of five part :
"I. .\rithmetic in \\" hole • "umber..
II. Vulgar Fractions.
III. Decimal .
IY. . \ large ollection of Question ·.
Y. Duodecimal .

.''
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· The Whole being delivered iL the most familiar Way of Question
and Answer, is recommended by several eminent Mathematicians,
Accomptants, anrl Schoolmasters, as necessary to be used in
Schools by all Teachers, who would have their scholars thoroughly
understand, and make a quick Progress in Arithmetic." The
author's belief in mathematics is shown by this quotation from
Anitius Boetius, inscribed on the title page: "All Things, which
from the very first Original Being of Things, have been framed and
made, do appea~ to be formed by the Reason of Number; for this
was the principal Example or Pattern in the Mind of the Creator."
The catechism on addition runs like this:
"Q. What is the Use of Addition?
A. Addition teacheth to bring several particular Numbers into
one total Sum.
Q. How many Sorts of Addition are there?
A. Two, viz. Simple and Compound.
OF SIMPLE ADDITION.

Q. 'Vhat is Simple Addition?
A. Simple or Single Addition, is the adding of several Numbers
together, whos Signification is the same; as 6 yards and 8 yards
make I 4 yards.
Q. If several Numbers are given to be added into one Sum, how
are they to be placed?
A. They must be placed in such manner, that Units may stand
under Units; Tens under Tens, &c. Pounds under Pounds; Shillings under Shillings, &c.
Q. How do you prove Addition?
A. The best Way of proving Addition is to begin at the Top of
the Sum, and reckon the Figures downward in the same manner
that they were added upward; and if the second Line or Sum Total
be equal to the first, it is right."
Following the above is a number of problems to be soh·ed.
There is no method whatever given, except what might be inferred
frnm the proof. Compound addition follows immediately. In
this the various taLles are given with many curious and interesting
comments. In answer to the question, "How is the Year divided
by the Calendar?" we find the following:

"I
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"Thirty Days hath September,
April, June, and November,
All the rest have Thirty-one,
Except February alone,
Which claimeth just Eight and a Score,
But every Leap Year one more."
This is tl1e earliest poetic answer to the above question that the
writer has been able to find in an arithmetic.
For subtraction this rule is given: "\Vhen the lower Number is
greater than the upper, take the lower number from the Number
which you borrow, and to that Difference add the upper Number,
carrying one to the next lower Place. You must borrow the same
Number which you stop at in Addition."
In illustration of the kind of problems given under Single and
Double Position I quote the following: "A certain Man having
drove his Swine to the Market, viz. Hogs, Sows, and Pigs, received
for them all sol. being paid for every Hog r8s. for every Sow r6s.
for e,·ery Pig zs. there were as many Hogs as Sows, and for every
Sow there were three Pigs; I demand how many there were of
each sort."
The explanation of Fractions woulcl not to-day be considered
very clear.
'' Q. What is a Fraction?
A. I t is a broken Number, and signifies the part or parts of a
whole Number.
Q. What is a Vulgar Fractio n ?
A. Any two Numbers placed thus 7 make a Vulgar Fraction.
Q . ·w hat is the upper Number of a Fraction called?
A. I t is called the Numerator; and 1s the Remai nder after
division.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Q. \Vhat i'i a Decimal Fraction?
A. Any Number having a Point placed before it, thus. 641 is a
Decimal.
Q. How do D~cimal Places increase?
A. In the same manner as whole Numbers do; that i by Ten:).''
In ~ quue root no rule whatever is given . In cube root the f !low ing rather simple one is offered. 1 oint off at every three 1g-
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ures, both 'Vays, from the Unit Place, for a Resolvend. The
first Figure sought is the Root of the greatest Cube contained in
the first Member, and it is called a; then 3aa + 3a is the Divisor,
which finds a new Figure called e; then 3aae+ yea+eee is the Subtrahend or Number to be Subtracted; which operation is to be continued to every Resolvend."
Near the close of the book is a collection of more than a
hundred problems. Many of these are interesting and difficult,
while some are "pleasant and diverting." I subtend a few of the
more noted ones.
"A Gentleman a Chaise did buy,
An Horse and Harness too;
They cost the Sum of threescore Pound,
Upon my Word 'tis true
The Harness came to half of th' Horse,
The Horse twice of the Chaise;
And if you find the Price of them,
" Take them and go your ways."
"Suppose the 9 Digits to be placed in a quadrangular Form; I
demand in what Order they must stand, that any three Figures i:1
a right Line may make ju!'=t rs."
"A Countryman having a Fox, a Goose, and a Peck of Corn, in
his Journey came to a River, where it so happened that he could
carry but one over at a Time. Now, as no two were to be left tJgether that might destroy each other; So he was at his 'Vits end
how to dispose of them; For, says he, Tho the Corn can't eat the
Goose, nor the Goose eat the Fox, yet the Fox can eat the Goose,
and the Goose eat the corn. The Question is, how he must carry
them over."
"Two mery Companions are to have equal Shares of 8 Gallons
of Wine, which are in a Vessel containing exactly 8 Gallons; Now to
divide it equally between the:n, they ha\'e only two other empty
Vessels, of which one contains 5 Gallons, and the other 3 · the
Question is, how they shall divide the said w·ine between them by
the Help of these 3 Vessels, so that they may have 4 Gallon
a-piece?"
P IKE.

The first American arithmetic of general popularity was ' Th ...
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New and Complete System of Arithmetic by Nicholas Pike (Newburyport, q88). Pike w.::ts a native of New Hampshire, a graduate of Harvard, and a teacher by profession. His book was very
favorably received by the college men of the country. One of the
Harvard professors recommended it as follows, "\Ve are happy to
see so useful an American production, which, if it should meet
with the encouragement it deserves, among the inhabitants of the
United States, will save much money in the country, which would
otherwise be sent to Europe for publications of this kind." The
book had a deserved popularity and was very generally used
throughout the East for twenty or thirty years, and in a straggling
way for a much longer period in the \Vest. It went through many
eiitions, the later ones containing lengthy chapters upon United
tates money, and tables of reduction for the various state currencies. It is the book traditionally known by our fathers for its difficultness. An old teacher once told the writer, how one of his
patrons tested his fitness to teach by bringing out Pike and asking
him to solve the famous jislt problem. The book contains many
rules, but few real explanations.
In numeration periods uf six places are used. :-\. billion is a
number of thirteen places, a trillion one of nineteen, and so on.
Tables are given in each of the fundamental processes. This is a
marked advance over many of the earlier arithmetics. Another
advance is found in the rule for addition: "Having placed units
under units, tens under tens, &c. draw a line underneath and hegin
with the units; After adding up every figure in that column, consider how many tens are c;:ontained in this sum, and, placing the
excess under the units, carry so many, as you have tens, to the
next column of tens; Proceed in the same manner through every
column, or row, and set down the whole amount of the la t row."
The rule for subtraction is the same as Dilworth's, and was most
likely copied from his work. The rules of some of the cases in
multiplication are quite instructive. "Case Il. To multiply by
99, 999, c'C. in one line; place as many dots at the right hand of
the multiplicand as there are figures of Q in your multi!1lier, whic.h
dot suppo e to be cyphers; then beginning \vith the right hand
dot subt ract the given multiplicand from the new one and the remain ler will be the total product. Case IX. T multiply by Lor ,
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102, 103, &c. to 109; Multiply by the right hand figure, only, of
the multiplier, removing the product two figures to the right hand
of the multiplicand; Add all together and the sum will be the total
product. In the same manner proceed with rooi, Ioo2, &c. remoYing the product three figures." ·
The school boy of today who has trouble in remembering the
tables of compound numbers may congratulate himself that he did
not live in the day of Pike. He certainly would have had more
trouble in extricating himself from the maze of Ell English, Ell
French, Ell Flemish, Ell Scotch, and Spanish Var of cloth measure; the Anchor, Runlet, Tierce, Pipe and Tun of \Vine ·measure;
the Firkin of Ale, the Firkin of Beer, Kilderkin, Buncheon, and
Butt of Beer Measure; and the Pottle, Strike, Coom, Quarter,
Chaldron, \Yey, and Last of Dry Measure. Added to all this was
an almost endless list of coins with their values.
In explanation of the rule for reduc:ing a fraction to its lowest
terms, the following is offered. "That dividing both terms, that
is, both numerator and denominator of the fraction, equally by
any number, whateYer, · will give another fraction, equal to the
former is evident: And if those divisions be performed as often as
can be done, or the common divisor be the greatest possible, tlie
terms of the resulting fraction must be the least possible." This
is the only reason offered in the whole subject of vulgar fractions.
In decimal fractions Pike uses the comma as a separatrix. Several books earlier than Pike use the period but its use was not yet
general.
Pike in common with many of the older writers did not hesitate
to introduce long problems. "Suppose an farthing had been put
out at 6% per annum, comp::>Und interest, at th~ commencement of
the Christian Era; what would it have amounted to in I 784 years;
and suppose the amount to be in standard gold, allowing a cubick
inch to be worth 53!. 2s. 8d. how large would the mass have been?
Ans. 14867 I6346s687482o9435 71435 rso989o767o6536 d. I Is. 3!d.
=2798o859]22l2I2J04I597957I2J29335942I076 cu. in. of gold,
which however incredible as It may appear to some, is more than
four hun red and fifteen millions of millions, nine hundred and
thirty thousand, eight hundred and ninety-nine millions, eight hundred and forty thousand, two hundred and eighty-eight times larger
han the globe we inhabit."
( Continued next montlt.)
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DO\VN THE DANUBE TO VIENNA.
NE evening in July, a party of eight Americans alighted from a
train in the railway station m the city of Linz, Upper Austria.
\Ve had come from Munich in Bavaria, and had been traveling nearly all day in a rainstorm. \Ve w~re soon comfortably cared for in a
commodious hotel named the Golden Eagle. Our object in coming
to Linz was to take a steamer on the Danube River and go down
through the finest scenery to the great city of Vienna. All night
the rain fell and all night we heard a strange roaring, rushing noise
for which we could not account. \Vith the coming of morning and
sunshine,...the mystery was solved. Our hotel stood near the bank
of the great ri\·er, and it was the noise of its rapid flow that we had
heard in the darkness and still ness of the night.
After an early br~akfast, we bade good-bye to the kind landlord
and landlady, the smiling maids and porters of the hotel, and went
down to the quay, a short distance from the hotel. There a goodsized steamboat was swaying in the rapid current and tugging impa·
tiently at the chains that held it to the quay. The exterior of the
boat was not so handsome as our American river boats, but the interior was elegantly fitted up, and richly ornamented with gilding
and paintings. One particularly nice feature was the abundance of
large low windows commanding fine views of both banks of the river. The entire upper deck was open and supplied with seats for
tourists.
The Danube is larger and more rapid than the Rhine. The highlands along its banks are more lofty and their slopes are not so well
cultivated. Vineyards and hop-fields are numerous, but there are
many fertile slopes covered with forests as wild as nature can make
them. The villages along its course are not so compact and tidy,
though many ~f them are as old as those along the Rhine. The
peasantry do not look as· intelligent and happy as the thrifty Germans do. Monasteries and nunneries are seen in every sheltered
nook and on every lovely bit of lowland along the stream. These
are enormous buildings and require great sums of money to sustain
them.

O
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But the Danube, like the Rhine, sweeps grandly on toward the
sea; and in its course, winds swiftly in and out among the almost
mountains that thrust themselves boldly forward to impede its progress. Like the Rhine, it has its ruined castle on every prominent
headland, sternly telling of its ancient years of pain, and of struggle
against a foreign foe. Castles as fine in structure and as bold in
ruin, and of as great an age as those in the storied Rhineland. And
with as wild, weird legends of myth and fable. Every turn in the
river told new tales and brought new objects of interest to our
American eyes. Here a great w h i r 1 p o o l w hi s p e r e d of
some famous demon of the olden time; there a low-eaved church
showed on its roof sculptured hares to remind the simple villagers
of the time when a furious snowstorm flung itself so abundantly upon the hapless town that the hares sought refuge on the roof just
above the banks of snow.
The river is not blue as it has been fabled in song and story, but
is of a greyish white color and foaming in its rapid course down
through the mountain defiles. Here and there low islands are seen
covered with bushes and trees. At such places the river is very
wide. Just above Vienna, it divides in to two arms, the
north one being the wider and having the swifter current.
The
south arm has been widened and deepened so as to form a canal
through which boats of light draft pass to the buisness portion of the
city. Vienna does not lie upon the main river, as one is led by the
maps to suppose, but is south of the smaller arm and forms a semicircle there. Between the south and north arms of the river, and
north of the city proper, are beautiful parks and other pleasure
grounds, making fine summer resorts for the people.
About half an hour before we reached Vienna, we were transferred from the large steamboat to a smaller one which carried us up
the canal to the main part of the city.
Our ride upon the famous
Danube was at an end. We had come down the river from Linz
in eight and one-half hours. To go up that same rlistance would
require twenty hours. This fact gives one · a good idea of the
rapidity of the current in the river.
As our little boat slowly steamed in and out among the many
other boats on the canal, we gazed with eager eyes upon the buildings upon each side of the stream. These were not immediately
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upon the banks, but were back sufficiently tv lea.ve room for a
splendid quay or boulevard lined on each side with shade trees.
The buildings were mainly stone, and were very modern, clean
and lofty, most of them five or six stories in height.
They were
business houses such as are seen in thicago or New York.
Arriving at Franz-Joset's quay, we disembarked and, entering
carriages, were driven to our hotel near the great University.
There was no shouting of hackmen or hotel runners ; no confusion
or jostling of people.
Though the crowd was great every one was
quiet and orderly.
Near where the boat landed there was a splendid display of
flowers and fruits in the market. Just across the street was the
Hotel Metropole, as fine and imposing as the Fifth Avenue Hotel
in New York City.
Vienna is divided into two divisions, the Inner City and the
Outer City. The first is the old part, lying immediately upon the
south arm of the Danube and was once surrounded by a double
wall. The outer city was originally thirty suburbs outside the
walls, but is now the ·new part of the main city.
The walls and
fortifications have been removed and the space used for the Ring,
which is a magnificent boulevard encircling the old city and on.
which all the public buildings have been erected.
These public
buildings are surrounded by beautifully ornamented grounds.
Outside of these, and parallel to the Ring, is another which wiU
in time be as handsome as the first now is.
Around the City proper are thirty-five suburbs, separated from
it by still another Ring, thus making three grand boulevards en~
circling the several parts of the city. The whole city is divided
into ten districts. In each district the names of the streets are
.upon tablets of different colors, those in the first district being red,
in the second, violet, etc.
The streets forming circles are design.ated by circular tablets;
those running in straight lines by square tablets.
St. Stephen's
church, an ancient edifice, is the central point from which streets
radiate, somewhat like spokes in a wheel.
The streets in the inner city are narrow, well-paved and enclosed
by lofty houses. The Graben is the principal business street,
though there are many other important ones. The royal palaces
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are all in this old part of the city. They are very old and very
large, that of the Emperor especially. \Ve had the pleasure of
-going through the private palace of Prince Liechtenstein, the
cousin of the Emperor. It is two hundred years old, was twentyeight years in building and cost fourteen million dollars.
It is
said to be the finest private palace in the world, and we readily
believed the statement after we had seen its magnificent interior.
vVe went, one day at noon, to see the Emperor's guard changed.
Thi is done in the court yard of the palace.
One of the best
military bands in the world plays while the retiring guards march
into the yard, are received, and discharged for their rest, when
the relieving guards take their places.
Thousands of spectators
assemble daily to witness this ceremony and to hear the music.
The City Hall, the Court House, University Buildings, Parliament Buildings, Natural History Museum, Royal Art Gallery,
Court Opera House, Royal Theater, and many other buildings
face the Ring Strasse. This street is one hundred sixty-five feet
wide, has three carriage drives, (the center one of which is occupied by double lines of street railway,) and rows of trees between
these drives. Under the trees are seats where the people rest and
enjoy themselves in the long summer evenings. The public buildings along the Ring are splendid specimens of architecture, the exteriors richly .adorned with statuary and bronzes, and the interiors
with frescoes, marbles, and paintings.
Vienna IS a great musical and art center. It also has one of the
finest Universities in the world, accommodating six thousand
students. The best classes of people there are intelligent, refined,
and cultivated. The trades-people are well-informed, and the peasantry kind and obliging.
Vienna differs from our American cities in many respects.
Though almost as large as New York, its streets are all handsomely
paved and kept beautifully clean. No newsboys or bootblacks
annoy the passer · by; no street venders seek t o entrap the unwary
into buying their useless wares. As in the other European cities,
pedestrians walk in the middle of the streets as \vell as upon the
sidewalks; but vehicles have the right of way always and people in
the streets are in constant danger of being run over.
Our party visited the musical Exposition and found many things
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to delight us. We went on Sunday to several of the churches to
see them and to hear the music. These services were all in a
strange language to us, so we were not greatly benefited except by
the exceptionally fine music.
We attended a performance at the Court Opera House, and enjoyed it much. The stage settings were fine, and the transformation scenes bewilderingly beautiful.
On the heights surrounding the city are castles, parks, and
pleasure resorts of great interest. Perhaps the thing we enjoyed
most deeply while visiting that famous city, was the afternoon
we spent out at Schonbrum, the chateau of the former Empress,
Maria Theresa. This has magnificent rooms, richly adorned with
treasures of art and beauty. But to us, the. chief interest lay in
the rooms occupied by Napoleon in the all-conquering eastward
march, the room in which his young unloved wife, Maria Louisa,
died, and that other room where stands the bed on which
Napoleon's young and unfortunate son breathed his last.
Passing
out from all this sad splendor into the glorious light of the unfailing sun, we entered the grounds famed throughout Europe for
their magnificence. Thousands of acres of walks, drives, forests,
and lawns over slopes adorned with matchless fountains, flowers,
and statuary, and crowned with a sple ndid pavilion at the summit
from which we obtained our parting view of Vienna. There it lay,
spread out before us, compact, substantial, and magnificent, the
Danube river winding majestically past on its seaward way, the
mountains all about silently guarding this treasure, this rich old
city, rich with the memories of more than two thousand years,
and notwithstandin g its many struggles in war and contest, one of
the handsomest and best cities in the world.
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The main portions of an address delivered before the Chicago ;\lis ion 'chool.

T HE

greatest task of the clay is the proper education of all the
young minds. This question of instruction touches all the
avenues and streets and co untry roads, and is so large that it
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dwarfs the problems of tariff and free trade. When a nation
possesses 6o,ooo,ooo of souls the question, What to make of them?
becomes very large. It would be bad policy to let them run to
waste like a neglected field or a deserted house. The only policy
worth thinking of is that which contemplates the happiness of a
country which shall contain 6o,ooo,ooo of noble characters. The
policy may in part fail, but no other idea, in comparison with this,
is worthy of a single dollar or a single thought.
The poet who composed these words: "God satisfieth the longing soul. The hungry soul he filleth with good," although he lived
many generations ago, must be confessed to have read truly the
hu'man situation and problem, for there is abundant arrangement
made for filling with good all the hungry souls in the wide world.
YOUTH IN THREE CLASSES.

Our youth may be divided into three classes-the empty- headed,
the hearts badly filled, and the hearts well filled. The efforts of
church, state and home, should be to coax, allure, or drive all our
youth into this highest class. If the hungry soul can be filled with
good, by all means let the task be done. No heart ought to be a
desert if it can easily be made into a garden. If there is a world,
a universe to be put into each mind, it is a great pity that millions
should go along empty-headed through their three-score years.
It is an impressive scene to note the faces of a thousand mission
children when they are listening to some delightful speaker, man
0r woman, who knows much about God and man and life. No
hungry flock of sheep eYer ran through a gate into a meadow with
more delight than that with which these intellects reach out after
ideas. All the upturned faces ask is that that which is given them
be real, palatable food. By nature all children are hungry; but
they are seldom hungry enough to induce them to mistake chips
and straw for good, sweet bread.
1NTELLE CTUAL PRO S PERITY.

All who have spoken to children haYe found that like little lambs
they know the difference between the dead straw of last year and
the grass of this month of l\Iay. It is now admitted that the world
i·s richer than ever before in intellectual prosperity. It contains
all the stored-up wealth of the whole past, and to this it has added
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the amazing products of the modern centuries. The grain stored
in the warehouses, the gold and silver heaped up in our nation's
treasury, are only emblems of the intellectual treasures now within
the reach of all. Investigation, discovery, history, poetry, morals,
every form of useful and beautiful truth, is here waiting to be taken
by some out-reaching hand. The printing press has attended the
new mental activity, and has given to the pub lie all the best
thoughts of pulpit, senate, laboratory, studio and garret. Books
are abundant and cheap. In the fifth century Jerome made himself a bankrupt by buying a copy of Origen. King Albert gave
one of his estates for a book on the geography of the world. A
religious man gave zoo sheep for a small book of sermons.
l\IINDS NEED NOT BE EMPTY.

As late as the fourteenth century men gave $z oo for a volume
which can now be secured for fifty cents. When words were made
one by one with a pen it was out of the question for the public to
have minds full of the world's thought and history.
It would seem, therefore, inexcusable and criminal in any mind
that it should go empty all through these modern years. But
millions, even the majority, would thus move along were they not
guided somewhat in their youth. The abundance and cheapness
of knowledge avail nothing to a young mind which loves stupidity
or ignorauc;;e and vice. There are persons within twenty miles of
Niagara or the ocean, who never saw either of these objects. You
would put up some lunch in a box and walk twenty miles rather
than live within sound of the cataract without ever seeing that
tumbling river. The great sea, so historic, so romantic in its peace,
so sublime in its storm, would make the twenty miles only a rich
journey for June or October. Each mile would be beautified by
the pageantry along the road. Spring and autumn would be all
the chariot your soul would need for the trip. But, who are you?
You who would thus walk are some educated person, to whose
mind history and genius have given the cataract and ocean.
ED UC ATIO~' S WORK.

Education brought these objects to you by making you able to
appreciate them. They do n o t exist until you love them. It is
said that in English islands of twenty miles diameter there are men
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who have never been to see the vast water that surrounds their
homes. This is because there is no ocean to them, none to a mind
which does not long to see it. These laborers would rather possess
a pot of beer and a pipe of tobacco than have the education of a
Milton or the eloquence of a Burke. The world comes only to the
intense longings of the soul. Pliny would not buy farms which
adjoined each other. He wanted them a league apart, that he
might have the joy of riding slowly from one to another. Education had lifted the veil from the trees and the wagon-road and had
made him wish to pass in a slow chariot along the blessed miles.
He did not want a fast team, for he studied as he went.
However abundant and cheap and good literature may be in our
period, the mind will not turn to it until some older, nobler mind
first lead it or push it. Here and there will come some exception.
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LAW O F THE SOUL.

A few minds are from the cradle self-moved; but the law of the
soul is that it waits for some one who has gone over the path to
point out to it the way. As fire comes from fire, as life comes
from life, so our personal education starts in some one who is
glowing with its flame. All culture is a contagion. \Ve touch
some one who has the strange passion, and lo! we have also the
divine madness. An agnostic complains that a good God should
have permitted a disease to be catching, but it should seem an
offset to such cruelty that the Creator should have ordered the
noble longings of education to pass from heart to heart until all
Greece had contracted literature from Homer, until Dante and
Shakespeare had carried the seeds of this madness to myriads of
their race.
The great task of our times is, therefore, that of givi ng each
young person a first impulse toward the world of truth, beauty and
right. These will be nothing to them until they love something.
The kindergarten philosophy is fully awart:: of this fact, and it take s
the mind when it has been laughing, eating and rollicking for four
years, and teaches it to play with forms, tasks and ideas which are
in h~rmony with the utility and beauty to be met with in after life.
T HE L OG I C OF A C HILD .

The child plays with its own logic, memory and taste.

It begins
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to mark the grace of a circle, the symmetry of a block-house, the
beauty of a little garden, the pleasure of a song, the charm of
colors. By the time it is eight years old it has played itself into
no little power; it has formed attachments to truth and of thought;
it has begun to satisfy a longing soul. It stands an advancing
mind in the borders of immensity. With the majority of these
children not only is the misfortune of an empty mind escaped, but
so, also, do they escape the calamity of a mind filled with profanity,
vulgarity and vice. The kindergarten or the homes which are full
of its form of education, are saviours of the little ones, not only by
the blessing they bring to the mind but also by the deep injury
they keep out. An empty mind is a sad scene, but it is a blessed
sight compared with the spectacle of a mind full of sin and all the
forms of degradation.
PRE COC IO US CHILDRE N.

The satirists, and the pictorial weeklies are full of allusions to
the new form of young manhood, that kind of youth that dresses
so exquisitely, that carries a small cane, that speaks in a language
which possesses no consonants, that loves the avenue s, the steamship and all foreign scenes. Socrates is pictured as looking at one
of these youths and asking what it may be? But there is a redeeming quality in these young men, for they often possess taste in
manners, morals, dress, and art; and therefore they are far more
welcome to our nation than the brutalized youths who possess no
manners, no education, no morals, who pollute their soul and body
with drunkenness and all vice. Far better a youth full of personal
vanity than a youth full of degradation, having in his ruined mind
and heart no sense of shame.
It is well to remember that all these educational schools and
-forces are not compelled to fill to the full all these young hearts.
The mind being infinite, to fill it full would be a costly task.
Philanthropy of church and state would fail under such an expenditure of time and gold. What society must do is to start the young
mind upon the noble road, and soon it "ill run onward alone. If
you will teach a child to love nature for a few years, it will love
nature forever. Lead it along the path of music for one season,
and it will follow that path with growing delight for a hundred
years.
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THE HEART OF A CHILD.

Teach a child about the stars and the sea, and in all the summer
nights of life it will look up to the heavens with wonder, and will
always watch from every hill top for a glimpse of the ocean. \Ve
do not have to educate our children; we need only set the wheels
to going, and then the young hearts turn them; and as the head
grows older the more rapidly the wheels will run. We plant -a
wheat field, but we do not have to make the wheat. The crusaders
planted some little Lebanon cedars in England, but they did not
make those vast trees which wave at Warwick. The 6oo years
which followed the returning knights made giant trunks and
branches out of the little shrubs.
It need not be amazing that many of the greatest men of the
world had in early life only a little schooling. Some of them
crossed the school-house door only a little part of a few winters.
These facts, so frequent in the history of greatness, prove that
education is only a starting of the wheels. The school.-house is
only an awakening in the morning, and is not the whole day. The
school-book is the invitation to a great banquet, but it is not the
great feast.
SENSIBILITY OF THE l\IIND.

In the cases of great men with little schooling, these minds
happened to possess a sensibility which made an hour equal to a
common year. In material things there are what are called highly
inflammable substances. It takes a great shovelful of hot coais to
start a fire of green wood, but a spark will make instantaneous
havoc of a magazine of powder. Jean Paul Richter, watching a
thunderstorm and noting how when one dark cloud drew near
another, each began to be streaked with fire and to roar with
thunder, called them the "powder-houses" of the sky. Thus haYe
there always been a few minds which a spark could set on fire.
Many of us were green wood and had to be set on fire only with
many a shovelful of hot coals; but both kinds of souls are valuable
and attractive when the flame once gets fully under way. The
man whom only a thousapd bvoks could awaken, and the man who
was made by one book, come to the same grand destiny in life 's
long sweep. Beyond the thirtieth year these men walked side by
side.
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READ HOMER.

Many allusions are made to some great man who read only
Homer. This kind of man had beg•m to be a subject of dinnertable gossip as far back as in qoo, for then the Duke of Buckinghamshire published these lines :
Read Homer once and you can read no more,
For all books else appear so mean, so poor;
Verse will seem prose; but still persist to read,
And Homer will be all the book you need.
Not a very true stanza, but valuable because it contains the truth
that a book or a teacher may so start the soul out upon wings that
it will never again creep into the dust. Homer can start a meditation anct an enthusiasm that will never end. Homer can insert
the word liberty into his lines, and then the United States can
spring up and pour more meaning into the old term. He can
speak of religion, and then can come our period and pour into the
term a world of love and hope of which Homer never dreamed.
Thus one great book recalls the whole realm of thought.
Modern adult life is, therefore, bound to look down in mercy
upon all child-~ife, and give to it that taste and impulse which may
send it along the right path. Not all children will follow the
mental and moral path, but without this helping touch of education
none will find it or follow it. \Ve might as well expect each child
to make its own language as to start its own education.
EDUCATION NOT A PRODUCT.

Education, just like language, is not the product or the property
of man; it is the property of a race. It must be handed to each
child, rich or poor, that is born into the world. As the human
young cannot make their own living, but mu ~ t be fed and sheltered,
so they cannot start their own education.
One of the greatest calamities that can befall a child is to ha
around its cradle empty-headed parents. Of course, to have
criminal parents is a worse fate; but all children must live at a
disadvantage when they possess parents who do not know anything,
and who are wholly satisfied with the situation. To many children
who need mental and spiritual bread these empty-headed parents
give only a stone. The children are well scolded and well whipped,
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but they are never inspire.d. By the time a child is five years old
the world ought to be known to it only as the noble land of God,
a vast park made by the Almighty, to whose praise each bird sings
its song and each flower flaunts its colored flag. One by one
should come to this little :nind the principles of love, justice, and
beauty. The great college course comes too late unless it comes
to a young heart which already feeis the presence of an amazing
scene.
COLLEGE LI F E.

Young men and young women should go to college not because
their m~nds are empty, but bec~use their hearts are full- full of
appreciation and longings. The home, the state, and the Church
should give to every child an opportunity at least to drink a few
draughts from the old Pierian spring. Some might not like the
taste, but to nearly all human lips a few cups from that spring have
brought a thirst which no years could remove. It is the magic
fountain of our world. At the brink of that fountain you were all
transformed. All other elixirs are the inventions of fancy. This
one is a grand reality. We have now Germany, France, England,
and America, because the ancestors of those millions drank of this
spring of emotion and knowledge.
A recent traveler in Africa gives an account of one negro chief
who possessed some taste, some learning in common things and
quite a strong reasoning power, but this traveler adds that this
chi~f, Khama, is probably the only negro in Africa whose biography
would be worth the writing. It is a sad thought, that in Africa
millions live and die without possessing greatness enough to make
up a single page of historic literature.
CHILDREN'S OPINION.

In our land there can be found thousands of children twelve
years old whose opinions and beliefs and feelings, if all written
down, would form a religion for a great age or the politics for a
great people. And yet in our land there are still too many young
souls that are left to live in a degradation akin to barbarism itself.
There is no school, or church, or friend, to lead them through the
first steps of wise training to a human form of existence.
It follows, therefore, that all young children are entitled to an
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early assistance alo ng the path of religion. But the only religion
which the world dares teach them is those truths which can satisfy
the longing soul. It must fill the hungry soul with good. The
modern men and women must ask their own hearts what religious
thoughts have most blessed them in all the past years of sadness
and happiness. Not long since it was asked of many great men
what books had most helped them along the upward path. Some
replied with the name of Homer, some with the name of Bacon;
some Newton, some Dante, some Bunyan. It should be asked of
our age what Christian or religious doctrines have brought it the
most of righteousness and the most of peace. Thus questioning itself, it can sooner discover what lessons to read to the new generation. If the public follows this law of selection the youth will not
be amazed and shocked in after life at the ideas allotted to them
when they were young. As manhood and womanhood never complain that their parents taught their childhood to love music and
flowers, so there is in religion the early faith in which no after years
c · n ever regret.
But it is not the religion which lay repulsively around the feet of
Voltaire and Thomas Paine, contradicting all the dicta of reason
and all the emotwns of the spirit. There is a religion uf principles,
a religion of righteousness, love, beauty, hope, and of all mental
grandeur, whose divine colors grow more brilliant as reason and
sentiment increase . True in youth, in old age they have become
sublime.

NATURAL SELECTION AND ORIGIN OF SPECIE
BY WILLIAl\1 DURHA:\I,

F . R. S. E.

I.

HERE is no scientific theory of modern times which has influenced thought in all departments of human inquiry in a greater degree than that of evolution, based on Darwin's great work on
the origin of species by natural selection, and no theory has met
with greater opposition, as it seems to upset some of our most cherished conceptions and beliefs. Notwithstanding this opposition, however, it has maintained its position as undoubtedly in the main a
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great truth, however it may have to be modified or added to in details.
Owing to the amount of controversy which has taken place, the
subject has got somewhat obscured in the popular mind, and it
may not be without interest to explain in a general way some of the
facts on which it is based.
At the root of the whole subject is
the fact of natural selection, and we must first understa,nd what
this means before we are in a position to judge how far it is able
to bring about the changes observed. In the first place, it scarcely needs proof that all living beings, whether animals or plants,
produce during their life-time far more of their kind than can
possibly survive to maturity, and in their turn give rise to a new
generation. Every seed sown produces more than one of its kind;
every pair of birds or animals produces more than two; in fact,
they all increase in a geometrical ratio, and would soon cover the
earth so as to leave no standing room if there was no check.
Thus, for instance, a single flesh fly produces twenty thousand
larvre, and these grow so quickly that they reach their full size in
five days; so that Linnreus asserts that a dead horse would be devoured by three of these flies as rapidly as would be done by a
lion; and it has been calculated that if the progeny of one of these
flies went on increasing tor three months without check it would
have descendants to the number of one hundred millions of billions.
Again, if a pair of sparrows were allowed to go on increasing at
the usual rate unmolested for ten years, their descendants would
number twenty millions or so. Instances of the rapid increase of
even the larger animals which produce only one at a time are not
wanting. Thus Columbus in his second voyage left a few black
cattle at St. Domingo; and these ran wild, and, not being checkecl,
increased so rapidly that twenty-seven years afterwards herds of
4ooo to 6ooo were not uncommonly met with. Some of thEse were
taken to Mexico, and sixty-five years later as many as 64,ooo hides
were exported in one year; and these could only represent a small
proportion of the cattle which really existed at the time h the wild
prairies of that country. It can be shown that plants also exhibit
analogous phenomena, so that everywhere throughout the whole
realm of animated being this wonderfully lavish reproducti,·e pown
is present, and yet a sort of general balance is maintained, so that
no one species increases beyond certain limits.
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It is e\·ident, therefore, that myriads of creatures must be destroyed at all stages of their existence before they reach maturity.
The question, then, arises, How is this wholesale destruction of
life brought about?
And the answer undoubtedly is, by the
~truggle for existence.
Suppose there was one kind of animal or
plant inhabiting a certain limited space on the earth's surface, say
an island, from which it could derive its food, then it is plain,
from the rapidity of increase, that it would spP.edily fill the whole
space with as many of its progeny as could obtain sufficient food.
But as the increase in numbers went on the amount of food would
be insufficient for all, and a struggle would commence as to which
should ·have the food, and those that were unsuccessful would
certainly perish of hunger. Again, suppose that there were two
kinds of animals or plants within the same limited area, then, on
the same principle, there is sure to be a struggle in the long-run
for supremacy, and either the one will destroy the other, or both
will be restricted within certain limits; there is no help for it; a
number of individuals must be slaughtered to leave room for the
others. \Ye know, also, that some animals live by devouring
others, and in this case, also, there will be a struggle if the two
races meet, the one endeavouring to capture and the other to
escape, and a sort of balance is attained, as the one cannot exist
without a certain number of the other on which to feed, and the
other cannot increase beyond a certain point because it is destroyeel by incraese of the first. Another form of this perpetual struggle is
found in changed con eli tions of climate, and in rain, wind, snow, and
storms of various kinds which destroy numbers of young plants,
animals, &c. Nothing can escape the ordeal; it i universal, an l
every plant, animal, and creeping thing is subject to this great
struggle for existence, by means of which the balance of nature is
maintained.
Now, since it is quite evident that myriad , we may say the
majority, of living things are regularly destroyed in this struggle,
we may ask how those that remain have survived.
n what
principle have they been preserved when so many of their fellows
have peri heel? In the truggle for food between members of zthe
same species, why do certain individual succeed in getting enough
while other perish of starvation?
In the fight between ri\·al
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species, what gives the victory to one rather than to the other?
And among those that are preyed upon, why do some escape,
while others are caught and destroyed?
Is it mere chance; a
capriciousness of nature electing some, for no apparent reason, to
destruction and others to life? or is there some law guiding and
controlling the whole agencies at work, so as to bring about a
certain desired end? In some few cases possibly what we usually
call chance may have brought about the results, but we may be
sure that in the great majority some cause is operating, as nature
rarely, we may almost say never, does anything by chance; all is
orderly and under the domain of law. To this cause we give the
name of "natural selection;" that is to say, nature selects out of
the majority of individuals those which are most fitted for her
purpose, and preserves them, while the remainder perish.
Thus
we have what is called the "survival of the fittest," or those
which naturally are best able to cope with the conditions under
which they live. If, however, a certain number of individuals are
thus selected, it must be because they possess some superiority
over their fellows; in fact, it shows that even in the same species
all the individuals cannot be exactly alike; there must be variation of some kind, however much they may resemble one another
generally; some will be strong, , others weak; some swift, and
others slow, and so on. It is easy to understand, if this be so,
how the selection is made. When a number of individual animals
are struggling together for food, it is evident that those are most
likely to succeed that possess some advantage over their opponents
in the way of strength, swiftness, intelligence, c ~ c. Thuse birds of
prey, for instance, which are strongest and swiftest will capture
food when their weaker and slower comrades may get none, and
among the animals preyed upon, those which are wary and fleet
stand a better chance of escaping than those which are stupid and
slow. In this way those individuals which are most smted to the
circumstances with which they art; surrounded, and which are
best provided with the means of escaping d~nger, will be, as it
were, picked out or selected to grow to maturity and produce
young, and the young will, on the whole, inherit the qualities
which were of such u e to their parents, although, of course,
among them variations will also arise, some being more and some
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less suited to their surroundings. The same p rinciples can be applied to all plants and animals of every kind, and lead to the same
result of preserving those varieties which, on the whole, are best
sui ted to their surroundings.
In order that this natural selection may work at all, it is necessary, as we have already noticed, that there should be variations
among individuals, even of the same species, and that among these
variations there should be some which are useful in the struggle
for existence; for if there were no variations, or if such as there
were had no use, then natural selection could do nothing; there
would be no material for it to work upon. It becomes, therefore,
of great importance to inquire if such variations really do exist.
On this point evidence is rapidly accumulating year by year.
Before Darwin had shown the importance of this subject, variations from the typical form did not attract much attention; but
since then, investigation has shown that these do exist to an extent
that was never imagined, even by Darwin himself.
Among the
lower orders of life these variations are most extensive; thus in
the foraminifera, which are little drops of protoplasm secreting
variously formed shells, the range is so great that the differences
amount to what might be called specific, generic, or even those of
orders. Of the common garden snail ninety varieties have been
observed, and of the wood snail one hundred and ninety-eight.
Among insects, also, there are many variations, and some have
been taken for distinct species, although reared from the same
batch of caterpillars, and fed together on the same plant. Among
the higher orders, such as reptiles, birds, and mammalia generally,
the same phenomena obtain, and we find endless variations in
every organ of the body, whether external or internal. In individuals of the same species are found great differences in the size
of the body, neck, legs, feet, wings, &c., and these differences are
not generally proportional; that is to say, we do not find increase
of size of body always associated with increased size of the legs or
other members, but a larger body may be found associated with
smaller limbs, and so on. In fact, each organ varies independently, sometimes in one direction, and sometimes in another, and
these variations are not infinitesimal, or even very small.
Thus
one authority says:-"The facts of the case show that a variation
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f from 15 to zo per cent. in general size, and an equal degree of
ariation in the relative size of different parts, may be ordinarily
erpected among specimens of the same species and sex taken at
tbe same locality, while in some cases the variation is even greater
tban this." Further, if we consider any one particular organ, and
ake the average size of that organ, we shall find that in many indi iduals that size is exceeded in some instances to a considerable
d.egree, while in others it is not reached, so that the size varies on
each side of the mean to very much the same extent.
From these facts, and many others that might be mentioned,
ere is not the smallest doubt that natural selection has plenty of
material to work upon, and almost any possible combination may
e obtained. Thus,' if rapid flight in birds is useful under certain
~onditions, then those individuals with long wings and compara·vely small and light bodies are selected and preserved.
If, on
llie other hand, fighting powers are advantageous, then those with
:powerful beaks and claws, strong bodies, and short, firm legs are
picked out; and so on through the various circumstances and c:onditions of life. Whatever is useful in promoting the welfare of any
i ·ing thing, from the lowest to the highest, is thus naturally selectThe essential qualification is, that the variation, whatever it
be, shall be useful in some way in the great struggle for existence.
How far this selective process may go on, and to what changes in
structure and function it may lead, is a subject for further consideration; but we may accept it as an undoubted fact that natural
election plays an important part in the economy of nature.

II.
Having pointed out that in all animated nature there is perpetu11y going on a great struggle for existence, during which the
greater number of the individual forms which arise are destroyed,
nd that those which remain are naturally selected owing to orne
ariations either in their structure or habits which are useful to
bern in struggling with their surrounding circumstances, we are
now in a position to consider what may be the full effect of this
lection carried on through long periods of time, and whether it is
competent to give rise to new species, and form a basis for the
theory of general evolution. In estimating the effects of natural
selection we must take into consideratiot;l the facts of heredity.
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It is generally true that offspring will, on the whole, partake
of the nature of their parents, subject, of course, to those variations to which we formerly referred. If the parents be strong,
swift, or cunning, so will the offspring be; if the parents have any
natural peculiarity of habit or of structure, they will transmit this
to their progeny. This is a well-known truth, and could be illustrated by many examples. Therefore, by picking out those varieties in each generation which have this peculiarity in its greatest
development, we may gradually increase it, until at length, instead
of being only a slight variation, it may become a well-marked
character. On this principle all artificial selection made by man
proceeds; the gardener and the breeder of cattle carefully select
those varieties of flowers or animals which possess the quality they
wish to cultivate; and we see the results in our gardens and in our
flocks and herds. The greatest variations produced in this way
will be found in those animals where fancy or divers uses come into play; and Darwin mentions the domestic pigeon as a remarkable illustration. All the varieties of this bird he traces by many
experiments and observations to the wild rock pigeon, which is of
a slaty. blue color, the tail having a dark band across the end, the
wings two black bands, and the outer tail-feathers edged with
white. In all the domestic breeds he finds these characteristics
reproduced under certain conditions; and yet the contrasts
between the different kinds are so great that it is difficult to believe that they are all derived from one common ancestor by a
process of selection.. What could be more different than a pouter
and a fantail, a carrier and a tumbler? and yet all these have been
developed by taking advantage of slight variations on the original
species. Then, again, our domestic dogs are no doubt derived
from certain wolf-like species by the same process; and what
could be more contrasted than a grey-hound and a bull-dog, or a
mastiff and a pug? Among vegetables, also, we have such entirely
different forms as the cabbage, the cauliflower, and the Brussel
sprout, arising from the same original species of plant.
In fact,
in every department we find this artificial selection producing the
most remarkable results by simply picking out and cultivating
those varieties in each generation which exhibit the desired quality
in the greatest degree.
eeing this is so, it seems reasonable to
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imagine that natu ral selec tion may produce similar or anal ogou_~
results, and there is no doubt that it does.
Many of the changes of structure brought about are so suited to
the surrounding conditions that we can h ardly resist the conclusion
that they have been cultivated by selection.
Thus, for instance,
in the island of Madeira many of the insects have either lost their
wings altogether or have them so small as to be useless for flight,
when in Europe the same species have fully developed wings.
Now, why is this? It appears that Madeira is much exposed to
sudden gales of wind, and the insects live generally on the coast,
where the most fertile land and the greatest vegetation are found.
Consequently if these insects possessed wings they would be very
liable to be blown out to sea and destroyed.
Even a better instance is found in Kerguelen Island, where all the insects are incapable of flight; and these include such well-known forms as the
moth and fly. Now, these could not have got to the island without
wings e~'en if they had existed in that state elsewhere, which they do
not. It is therefore evident they have been reduced to that state
by a series of modifications; gradually losing their powers of flight
by natural selection, because the stormy and unsheltered nature of
their surroundings rendered these powers hurtful to them.
Illustrations of this kind might be multiplied almost to any extent. It
is evident, therefore, that natural selection is capable of producing
results quite as great as any due to artificial selection.
If this is
so, may it not during long ages have given rise to even greater
variations. and brought about the existence of species, the divergence becoming so great by continued selection?.
In the first instance, it is very difficult to define what a species
really is. Of course, it is easy to notice the difference between an
ass and a horse, for these belong to forms which have greatly
diverged.
But in the more lowly forms of life the dividing line is
extremely obscure, and mere varieties seem to glide insensibly
almost into species, so that naturalists have the greatest difficulty
in knowing which is a distinct species and which a mere variety of
a species already known. In the Sandwich Islands there are a
great number of species and varieties of land shells, and a full set
of the varieties of each species presents a minute gradation of forms
between the most divergent types found in the more widely separated
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localities. Species, therefore, canno t, in the more lowly forms of
life at any rate, be sharply defined, and if natural selection can
bring about such vari eti es as we recognise, it is highly probable that
it has also brought about specific changes. For instance, the rook
and the crow are quite distinct species, always producing their
own kind and never intercrossing, and yet there are about thirty
d ifferent kinds of birds so like that they are called crows, and some
of them differ much less among themselves than does the crow
from the rook; and it seems unreasonable to suppose that
each kind has decended from one ancestor having all its peculiarities developed from the first. Is it not much more likely that
they have a 11 been derived fro.m some common form, and
been modified in time by the action of natural selection under
varied conditions, much as the rock pigeon has been modified
into the various forms of the domestic bird by the intervention of
man?
\V'hen we consider, further, the great changes of climate, the
alterations between the relative position of land and water, and
the numerous elevations and subsidences that have taken place
during the long geological ages of the earth's history, we see what
powe~ful agencies have been at work in bringing about alterations
of structure and habits of living things, and need not be surprised
that these alterations have passed beyond the stage of mere varieties and have reached that of species; have passed, in fact, the
very shadowy line which separates these. Consider, for instance,
the effects of a gradual increase of cold in any one district of the
earth. Natural selection would as gradually pick out those forms
of life inhabiting the district which were most suited to stand the
lower temperature, and generation after generation of these forms
would more and more conform to the structure required by the
new conditions; and by the time an Arctic climate had set in they
would be so changed as scarcely to resemble in the least their origi nal
progenitors. On the other hand, those which could not stand the
increasing cold would either perish altogether or migrate to warmer
regions, and begin to change in the opposite direction-that is, to
adapt themselves by natural selection to a great amount of heat.
There would thus, from the same ancestor ~, diverge two lines of
change, ever receding farther and farther apart, and the extreme
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forms of each line would be perfectly distinct, and have scarcely
anything in common, so that they might quite readily take rank as
perfectly distinct species or even families. Much the same result
would be brought about by the elevation of the land into mountains;
for the higher lands would correspond to a colder and the lower to
a warmer climate. Again, in a forest-covered district, natural
selection would either destroy altogether or drive out into the plain
those forms least suited to a sylvan life, and there they would ac<quire new characters, and thus another line of divergent types be
set up. Further, suppose the land so stocked with life that some
of the weaker varieties could scarcely live, then it is quite likely
that these would attempt to nourish themselves by feeding on water
insects such as they could easily catch by wading a little. Natural
selection would in this case pick out those forms which could go
farthest into the water, and this power would go on developing.
The water-ouzels are thought to have acquired their peculiar
habits in this way. They feed entirely from the water, under
which they can, in a manner, fly, although they are sometimes
like thrushes or wrens, but with short wings and tails, and having
very dense plumage. This plumage retains so much air that the
water cannot reach their bodies, or even wet their feathers to any
great extent. In addition to this adaptation, they nave strong
feet, armed with long and powerful claws, which enable them to
hold on to the stones at the bottom of the water while they pick
up insects, shells, &c. In all other ways this bird has a close
affinity with small perching birds; but we may suppose it has developed by natural selection those peculiarites which enable it to
find a living during even the severest winter in an element where it
meets with few rivals or competitors. That this sort of development is probable is evident from the habits of some water-thrushe::.
These birds wade in water, and often plunge head and neck beneath
the surface, and their plumage not being impervious, they get wet,
but they can give themselves such a good shake that they are dry
almost at once so as to be ready to fly. w·e see here the aquatic
habits, as it were, in the process of growth.
Many other instances might be given of similar adaptations. It
is quite evident, then, that this theory of the origin of species offers a solution of many difficulties, and gives account of how the
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endless forms of life in all departments came into being. It is hardly credible that all the varieties of life were originally created as
such, and were always distinct as they are now; and if varieties
were not separately created, why should species be so, since there
is no sharp line dividing them ? Is the origin of species by natural selection not a more rational and satisfactory account of the
matter ? No doubt there are some weak points about the theory which
have not y e t been c 1 eared; but this is to
be expectc:d, as man does not always arrive at the full truth aU at
once. Even the theory of gravitation has its difficulties, and yet
it is undoubtedly true. There may be other agencies besides natural selection helping to originate species, but it is evidently the
chief one. Every year proofs of its truth are accumulating from
many different quarters, and there is little doubt that before long
it will be established as a great law of the universe. - From.
Science in Plain Language.

CONCERNING THE MEMORY.
Translated from Rousseau's "Emile."

ESPECT children, and be in no haste to judge their action~.,
good or evil. Be sure that exceptional cases show themselves as such for some time before you adopt special methods for
dealing with them. As far as possible let Nature do her own work
and make no attempt to supplant her lest you thwart her work.
You say you know how precious time is and do not wish to lose it.
Do you know that to employ that time badly is to waste it stil
more, and that a child badly taught is farther from being wise than
when not taught at all? Are you troubled at seeing him spend his
early years in doing nothing? Is it nothing to be happy? Is it
nothing to skip, to play, to run about all day long? Never in his
life will he be so busy as now. Plato says in his work, "The Republic," that he "would have children accustomed to fe stivals,
games, songs, and pastimes." One would think he was satisfied
with having carefully taught them how to enjoy themselves; and Seneca speaking of the Roman youth of old says :
"They were always standing. Nothing was taught them that they
had to learn when seated. ·were they of less account when they
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reached manhood? Have no fear then of this supposed idleness.
What would you say of a man who, in order to use his whole life
to the best advantage, would not sleep at all? You would say the
man has no sense. He does not enjoy life, but robs himself of it.
By avoiding sleep he rushes on to death." The two cases are parallel, for childhood is the slumber of reason.
Apparent quickness in learning is the ruin of children. We do
not consider that this very quickness proves that they are learning
nothing. Their smooth and polished brain reflects like a mirror
objects presented to it but nothing abides there, nothing penetrates
it. The child retains the words, the ideas are reflected. They
who hear understand them, but he himself does not understand
them at all.
Although memory and reason are two essentially different faculties, the one is always developed with the other. Before the age
of reason the child receives images not ideas. There is this difference between the two, that images are representations of objects of
sense, and ideas are notions of objects determined by their relations. An image exists alone in the mind, but every idea supposes
another idea. When we imagine things we only see them. When
we conceive of things we have to compare them. Our sensations
are entirely passive, whereas all our perceptions or ideas bring
forth an active principle which changes.
I affirm then that children incapable of judging really have no
memory. They retain sounds, shapes, sensations, but rarely ideas,
and still more rarely the relations of ideas to one another. If
some one says that my statement is apparently refuted by the
objection that children sometimes learn elements of geometry, I
affirm that it is not really true. That very fact confirms my statement. It shows that far fr::>m knowing how to reason themselves,
they cannot even keep in mind the reasonings of others; for anyone who will take pains to investigate the methods of these child
geometricians will observe at once that they have retained only the
exact impression of the diagram and the words of the demonstration. Whenever the least objection is made to their demonstr~tion
they are immediately puzzled. Their knowledge is only the knowledge of sensation. Nothing has been assimilated by the understanding. Even their memory is rarely more perfect than their
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other faculties, for when children are grown up they nearly always
have to learn again, as realities, things whose names they learned
in childhood.
However, I do not wish to be understood as thinking that children have no power of reasoning whatever. I observe on the contrary that in things they understand, things relating to their present
and manifest interests, they reason extremely well. 'Ve are liable
however, to be mis-led by their knowledge and to attribute to them
what they do not have, and to make them reason about what they
do not understand. Again, we often make a mistake by calling
their attention to things by which they are not in the least affected,
such as their future interests and happiness, their coming manhood,
the opinion people will have of them when they are grown up.
Such speeches addressed to minds entirely without foresight are
absolutely meaningless. Now, it often happens that the studies
forced upon these unfortunate children deal with things of this
kind, which are truly foreign to their minds. It is not difficult to
see what attention such subjects are likely to receive from them.

iVO TES:-SCIENTIFIC AND 0 THER WISE.
THE USE OF LIGHTNING RODS . .
Alexan~er

by
A DISCUSSION,
we erect Lightning

McAdie, of the question, Shall
Rods? (Ginn & Co., Boston), in
which the arguments on both sides are presented, leads the author
to an affirmative answer; and he suggests, to those contemplating
the erection of a rod, that they get a good iron or copper conductor, weighing six ounces to the foot of copper, or thirty-five ounces
if of iron, preferably of tape form. The nature of the locality
will determine in a great degree the need of a rod, as some place
are more liable to be struck than others. The very best ground
that can be got is after all but a very poor one for some flashes, so
that the ground can not be too good. If a conductor at any part
of its course goes near water or gas mains it is best to connect it
with them, but small-bore fusible pipes should be avoided. The
tip of the rod should be protected from corro ion or rust. Inde-

1VOTES.
pendent grounds are preferable to water and gas mains.
Clusters
of points or groups of two or three along the ridge rod are re commended. Chain or link conductors are of very little use.
Slight faith is to be placed in what is called the area of protection.
Lightning is much more indifferent than has been supposed
to the "path of least resistance. " Any part of a building, if the
flash is of a certain character, may be struck, whether there is a
rod or notj but such accidents are rare with the comparatively
mild flashes of our latitudes.
The widespread notion that lightning never strikes the same place twice is erroneous, and plenty of
cases are rec~rded to show the contrary of it.-Popular Science
ilfonthly.
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ASHAMED, YET FAITHFUL.

W

E have received from Dr. JohnS. Flagg, of Boston, a curious
incident illustrating the operation of something like a moral
sense in a dog. One rainy morning in October, 1891, Dr. Flagg
observed a setter dog in front of himself, slinking along with his
tail and head depressed, and his whole gait one of dejection. He
proved to be following a seedy-looking man in a state of intoxication. Being impressed that the dog's trouble was caused by shame
at the intoxication of his master and the attention he was attracting, Dr. Flagg followed the case up. "On reaching the crossing
at the head of Hanover Street," he says, "where the traffic is
large, the dog lost a little of his dejected air and occupied himself
chiefly in getting the man safely across. When his charge was
finally over, and meandering down the left-hand side of Hanover
Street, then the dog slunk to the opposite side and resumed the
shame-faced air I had at first noticed, keeping constant watch with
furtive glances on the staggerer opposite. ·where Hanover Street
crosses New 'Vashington Street, the dog again piloted the man with
anxious c::tre. This done, he again declined to be seen on the
same sidewalk with him, but slunk along in the shadow of the
building opposite. The master turned into Prince Street, when
the sense of degradation seeming to be somewhat lessened by
familiar surroundings, the faithful animal trotted ahead as pilot to
the door. I could not perceive in the dog's attitude any sign of
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fear of his master, or any evidence of wrong-doing on his own part ;
everything seemed to show that the one explanation of the dog's
behavior lay in his appreciation of the common disgrace caused by
.the man's condition. "-Ex.

LANGUAGE OF THE UMBRELLA.
An American, after lengthened study of the subject, gives the
following definition of the language of the umbrella: "To place
one in a rack at a club indicates that it will shortly change owners;
if a cotton one be substituted for a silk, it means that 'exchange is
no robbery.' " "A man getting all the raindrops from the points
of an umbrella, which he holds over a lady, signifies courtship,
but when a man keeps the lion's share of the article, giving the
lady the raindrops, it denotes marriage. To carry an umbrella
under the arm at an angle implies that the individual following will
lose an eye, while to hold it just high enough to injure passers' eyes
and men's hats signifies 'I am a woman.' Lastly, the loan of an
umbrella is synonymous with an act of egregious folly."

A LITERARY MAN'S HABITS.
JAMES PARTON, THE FACILE BIOGRAPHER AND HISTORIAN-THE

SOUL

OF J\IETHOD--A l\IAN WITH NO VICES.
}AMES PARTON would not do hasty work.
He was methodical,
patient, regular and persistent, and in time he had become so able
to control his mind that it responded to his will like the body to
his mind, writes the Rev. Julius H. \Vard in the January New
England Magazine.
He did not tax himself to work out great
feats within a short time, or if he was hard pressed he gave himself
rest as soon as the strain was over. He did not burn midnight oil,
neither did he resort to wine or tobacco as stimulants to his brain.
He was one of the mo3t temperate men I have ever known. H e
kept his faculties every day as near as he could at their best, and
life flowed on from day to day with an evenness and a quietness
that made his home life not only pleasant for others but beautiful
in itself.
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His habits were to breakfast about half-past seven, then to work
in his garden in the summer for an hour, and then to shut himself
in his work-room where he could be sure to be undisturbed until
half-past twelve.
Then he dined, and after that, in his later
years, took a nap. Then he was ready for callers or visits to
friends, or for the reading which· might be required for the work
of the next day. After tea he was usually the companion of his
family, hearing his wife or niece read aloud some book or magazine; and this WC\S his daily round, unless broken in upon, month
after month, year in and year out. He did not often go to Boston
or New York, or seek a large number of literary acquaintances,
and yet he was never unsocial. He was the light and life of two
clubs inN ewburyport, and he was extremely fond of a good square
talk, in which he was fired up to his utmost.

EFFICIENCY OF BALLOT REFORM.
The complete success of the reform system in so large a proportion of the States makes certain its speedy adoption in the remaining States. At the beginning of the present year the only
States still without it were Kansas and Idaho in the North, and
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, North Carolina, South
Carolina, and Virginia in the South.
All these ought to have it
embodied in their statutes before the next Presidential election
comes around, and the chances are that all of them will do so.
In no part of the country is the reform more urgent, or more salutary in its results, than in the South. It subjects the negro voters
to the same test of intelligence which is imposed in the North, and
thus removes all ground of complaint in case a portion of such
voters are not able to exercise their rights of suffrage.
It is estimated by the leaders of Tammany Hall, in New York City, that
the new system deprives them of from 8,ooo to ro,ooo votes in
every election because of the inability of the most ignorant voters
to cope with the requirements of the law. The exclusion from the
polls of voters so densely ignorant as this, whether they be in the
North or in the South, or whether they be black or white, is far
from being a public misfortune, and is also far from constituting a
defect in the new voting method. - Centu?J'·
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A \VINNING \NAY.
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The great conquest made by the kindergarten never could have
been made if its disciples had not had a winning way. The first
thing that strikes the visitor in the kindergarten, is the effort of
the teacher to attract the child. Very much of the procedure is
planned to give an opportunity to the teacher to show the child
that she aims at his happiness.
If a journey is made to the colleges, an almost total absence of
personal interest of teacher in pupil will be noted; and thus; too,
is the institution marked by "scrapes" that are too often too disgraceful to speak of.
President Hopkins, of \Villiams College,
explained them as arising from the lack of the centripetal influence
exerted by the family and friends. The student, heretofore, has
f e 1 t mora 1 and social forces operating on him; there was
some one to please, some one who felt a personal interest in him.
The old day when. the master went around with a whip or a
ruler under his arm, has gone never to return; the new day is
marked by an extraordinary effort to render the school-room attractive and all the school hours delightful. ''Wisdom is better
than rubies, a'ld all the things that may be desired are not to be
compared to it." The new effort is to show that we practically
believe this to be true. \Ve cannot make school-rooms and school
exercises too attractive.-N. Y. Scltool Journal.

THE VOICE.
VOICE, like carriage of the body, should be an indication of
character, rank, culture. The spirit should compel the tones or
speech to interpret it correctly. It is, moreover, a scientific fact
that if you seek, mechanically even, to cultivate life in tone,
brightness in speech, you will produce the structural growths of
body and soul at first only suggested. Thus, if a woman, worn
and debilitated, refrains from expressing in her voice the weariness of which she is conscious, and seeks, instead, to make her
tones expressive of the happiness she does not possess, she will, as
a result of her effort, be spiritually and physically refreshed.
The effect that the cultivation of a joyous tone has upon all liff
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should be impressed upon the mind during the early years.
The
cultivation of the speaking voice is one of the imperative needs of
the day, and no young lady's education is complete whose tones
are harsh and discordant, or fiat and tuneless. Study of the voice
ought not to be delayed until other studies are completed. As
soon as a child begins to read, an idea of how the voice should be
used should be given him.
Children naturally use their voices
correctly, but they are ready imitators, and if the tones about them
are harsh, throaty, and guttural, theirs soon become so.
Very
few teachers, even in the best schools, have any scientific knowledge of the voice. The importance of speaking distinctly is impressed upon the youthful mind, and, as his idea of distinctness is
applied to that sound, sharp, disagreeable tones are cultivated.Ex.

WHY IT Vi AS CALLED SO.
Everybody knows what "foolscap" paper is, but everybody does
not know how it came to bear that name.
In order to increase his
revenues, Charles I. granted certain privileges, amounting to
monopolies, and among these was the manufacture of paper, the
exclusive right of which was sold to certain parties, who grew rich
and enriched the Government at the expense of those ·who were
obliged to use paper.
At that time all English paper bore the
royal arms in water-marks. The Parliament under Cromwell made
sport of this law in every possible manner, and, among other indignities to the memory of Charles, it was ordered that the royal
.arms be removed from the paper, and that the fool's cap and bells
·s hould be used as a substitute. ~Vhen the Rump Parliament was
prorogued these were also removed; but paper of the size of the
Parliamentary journals, which are usually about seventeen by fourt~en inches, still bears the name of "foolscap. "-Ex .
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FRIDAy· AFTERNOON EXERCISE~.
\\'HAT THE SCHOOL-BELL SAYS.
It is wonderful what unlike things
The school-bell says to the boys, when it rin gs!
For instance, the laggard who drags along
On his way to school, hears this sort of a song:
Oh-suz - hum !
Why did I come?
Study till fourBooks are a bore!
Oh how I wish
I could run off and fish!
See! there's the brook,
Here's line and hook.
S'pose I must go,
Study till four.
Books are a !:>ore!
Then the boy who lo\·es to be faithful and true,
" Tho does what his parents think best he should do,
Comes bravely along with satchel and books,
The breeze in his whistle, the sun in his looks,
And these are the thoughts that well up like a song,
As he hears the old bell with its faithful ding-dong:
Cling, clang, clingI'rn so glad I can sing!
Everything fair,
And balmy the air,
Even a boy
Finds study a joy~
" ' hen my work's done
I'm ready for fun.
Keener my play
For the tasks of the day.
Cling, clang, clingI'm so glad I can sing~
These are the song which the two boys heard,
\\'h en the choo -bell was r ingin g, word for word.
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\Vhich do you think the truer song?
\Vhich do you hear, as you're trudging along?
Don't be a laggard, far better, I say,
To work when you work, and play when you play!
-Selected.

SOMEBODY'S MOTHER.
The woman was old, and ragged and gray,
And bent with the chill of the Winter's day.
The street was wet with a recent snow,
And the woman's feet were aged and slow.
She stood at the crossing and waited long;
Alone, uncared for amid the throng
Of human beings, who passed her by,·
Nor heeded the glance of her anxious eye.
Down the street, with laughter and shout,
Glad in the freedom of "School let out,"
Came the boys like a flock of sheep,
Scattering the snow piled wide and deep.
Past the old woman, so old and gray,
Hastened the youngsters on their way,
Nor offered a helping hand to her,
So weak, so timid, afraid to stir
Lest the carriage wheels or the horses feet
Should crush her down in the crowded street.
At last came one of the merry troopThe gayest laddie of all the group\Vho paused beside her and whispered low,
"I'll help you across, if you wish to go."
She lifted her tired eyes to meet
The pitying glance of his brown eyes, sweet,
As her aged hand on his strong young arm
She placed. And so, without hurt or harm,
He guided the trembling feet along,
·with the steady step of his own, so strong.
Then back again to his mates he went,
His young heart happy and well content.
'For she's Somebody's Mother, boys, you kr. .)w,
For all she'~ aged, and poor, and slow.
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And I hope some fellow will lend a hand
To help my mother, you understand,
If ever she's poor, and old and gray,
And her own dear boy perhaps far away."
And "Somebody's Mother" bow'd low her head
In her home that night, and the prayer she said
Vvas-' 'God be kind to the stranger lad,
\Vhose heart can pity the old and sad;
And guide and lead till life's journey is done,
The kindly boy who is Some body's Son."

-Mary D. Brim

THE SAINT AND THE SINNER.
Heart-worn and weary the woman sat
Her baby sleeping across her knee,
And the work her fingers were toiling at
Seemed a pitiful task for such as she.
Mending shoes for the little feet
That pa ttered over the cabin floor,
\Vhile the bells of the Sabbath day rang sweet,
And the neighbors passed by the open door.
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The children played, and the baby slept,
An~ the busy needle went and came,
·when lo, on the threshold stone there stept.
A priestly figure, and named her name:
"\Vhat shrift is this for the Sabbath day,
\Vhen bells are calling, and far and near
The people gather to praise and pray.
\Voman, why are you toiling here?"
Like one in a dream she answered low:
"Father my days are work days all;
I know not Sabbath. I dare not go
\Vhere the beautiful bells ring out and calL
For who would look to the meat and drink
And tend the children and keep the place?
I pray in silence, and try to think,
For God's love can listen, and give me grace.'
The years passed on, and with fast and prayer
The good priest climbed to the gate of rest,
And a tired woman stood waiting there,
Her work-worn hands to her bosom pressed :
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"0h saint, thrice blessed, mount thou on high,"
He heard the welcoming angels say.
\Vhen meekly, gently, she passed him by,
\Vho had mended shoes on the Sabbath day.
Madeline Bridges.
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COUNTER-THOUGHTS.
"What is the little one thinking about?
Very wonderful things, no doubt!"

\Vhat are the old folks thinking about?
Very wonderful things, no doubt.
A thought like this filled the baby's head
(A wonderful baby, and very well read).
He gazed at grandpa, and grandma too;
And mirrored the pair in his eyes of blue,
As side by side they sat there rockingHe with his pipe, and she with her stocking.
And the baby wondered, as well he might,
vVhy old folks always were happy and brightAnd he said in his heart
\Vith a blithe little start
That showed how gladly he'd act his part:
"I'll find some baby, as soon as I can,
To stay with me till I'm grown an old man,
And side by side we'll sit there, rockingI with my pipe, and she with her stocking."
-Mary Mapes Dodge.
OUR HEROES.
Here's a hand to the boy who has courage
To do what he knows to be right;
\Vhen he falls in the way of temptation
He has a hard battle to fight.
\Vho strives against self and his comradeS'
vVill find a most powerful foe;
All honor to him if he conquers,
A cheer for the boy who says "No!"
There's many a battle fought dai1y
The world knows nothing about;
There's many a brave little soldier
\Vhose strength puts a legion to rout.

'.
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DEBATING DEPARTMENT.
And he who fights sin single-handed
Is more of a hero, I say,
Than he who leads soldiers to battle,
And conquers by arms in the fray.
Be steadfast, my boy, when you're tempted,
To do what you know to be right;
Stand firm by the colors of manhood,
And you will o'ercome in the fight.
"The Right" be your battle-cry ever,
In waging the warfare of life;
And God, knowing who are the heroes,
'Vill give you the strength for the strife.

DEBATING DEPARTMENT.
SHOULD CAPITAL PuNISHMEl'\T

D

BE

ABOLISHED?

uring the past winter several legislatures have been wrestling
with the question of capital punishment. It will continue for
a long time to be a question for debate before the people, and one
on which every voter will be required to express himself directly or
indirect! y.
Those who are opposed to capital punishment place their opposition on these grounds:
I.-That although the punishment of death may have been
necessary at one time the present civilization does not require it
for its protection.
2 . -That instead of preventing crime it increases it.
3.-It is repugnant to the principles of Christianity whose teachings require us not to revenge ourselves but to leave vengeance to
God.
4.-It is wrong in principle because it takes life in order to
teach that life should not be taken.
In other words the tate
commits the crime which it pretends to punish.
This is to justify
the taking of life instead of condemning it. Public killing justifies
private killing.
5.-Killing is never justified excepting in self defence, and the
State has no right to take life unless it can be shown in each case
that the life of the tate is in danger if the murderer lives.
6.- The objects of punishment are three: r. to reform the
offen<ier, 2. to compensate the injured,
3· to prevent future
crime. The taking of life does not accompli h any of the e things.

DEBATING DEPARTMENT.
7.-Many mistakes are made in condemning people to death.
The wrong person is sometimes executed.
This alone is sufficient
reason why it is not justifiable.
8.-Most of the killing is done under sudden provocation and
in the heat of passion. The punishment is not thought of.
g.-Where capital punishment has been abolished there has
been a decrease of crime.
Those who favor the death penalty claim:
1.-That it is according to Divine law that "whoso sheddeth
man's blood by man shall his blood be shed."
2.-That the murderer is the worst member of society and
should be put out of the way in order that the better class rna y
survive.
3·-There are thousands of persons who would as soon live in
a penitentiary as elsewhere, and whom nothing can restrain from
murder but the prospect of losing their own lives.
.
4.-When man inflicts the penalty of death he does nothing
more than Nature herself does to those who violate her laws too
much. It is only through the fear of the cons~q uer.ces that we
are led from doing wrong.
5.-That solitary im.nisonm ~:1t for life is m ::>re b:ubarou5 than
taking life.
ee George Combe, on Punishment; Cheever, on Death Punishment; Bentham, on Punishments; Bain's Education as a Science,
pp. 106, 114, II6.
Is vVo IAN ME TALLY INFERIOR To MAN?
See \Vomen in English Politics, North American Review,_ Nov.
r891.
Women as Teachers, Edinburgh Review, Nov. r891.
The \Vorking \Vomen of To-day, Arena, Aug. r891.
Married
\Vornen in Fiction, North American Review, April r89r.
Noble
\Vork by Noble \Vomen, Great Thoughts, April r89r. ·w orkingwomen versus Workingmen, Chautauquan, Oct. r8gr \Vomen in
the Alliance Movement, Arena, July r892. vVhy She Did It
Arena, June r 89 2.
SHOULD ·woMEN HAvE THE RIGHT To VoTE?
See Cyclopedia of Temperance and Prohibition, p. r62. The
\Vornan Problem, Education, Oct. 1891.
The Pessimists and
Womankind, National Review, Oct. r891.
A Modern Crusade,
Cosmopolitan, June r891.
\Voman Suffrage, Chautauquan,
April 1891.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
QUESTIONS FOR DEBATE.
[These questions will be discussed in future numbers of
THE STUDE~T.]

Is a compulsory school law desirable? Is the use of tobacco
injurious? Does the increase of wealth tend to demoralize a
nation? Should railroads and telegraph lines be owned by the
General Government? Are labor saving inventions beneficial to
the laboring classes?

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Editor STUDENT:
Dear Sir:-1 notice in the last issue of
"The Student" you give the honor, to
R . G. Ingersoll, of being the author of
the phrase "Plumed Knight" which he
so fittingly applied to our lamented
statesman J. G. Blaine. The term was
applied to Henry IV or Henry of Navarre, who reigned from 1589 to 1610. It
was so applied -.~wing to the fact that he
wore in his hat a long white plume; see
Macaulay's poem "The White Plume.
or Battle of I vry. ''
TITUS C. BRIGGS.

[This point is well taken. The
question intended to be answered
was the origin of the phrase as
applied to Jam es G. Bla-ine. The
question was not all printed.Ed.J
Will you give in the query department of THE ST UDENT the names of the
leading millionaires in the United tates?

Answer.-To give a reliable
list of millionaires is a difficult
matter, since business men do
not make public their private

\

business. In an article published
some time ago in the Forum by
Mr. Thomas G. Shearman the
following list is given, no one
being put into the list who is not
rated worth at least $zo,ooo,ooo:
$Iso,ooo,ooo: William
\V.
Astor; Trinity Church, New
York.
$Ioo,ooo,ooo: C. Vanderbilt;
W. K. Vanderbilt; Jay Gould;
Leland Stanford; Vv. D. Rockefeller.
$7o,ooo,ooo: Estate of A.
Packer.
$6o,oco,ooo: John I. Blair;
estate of Charles Crocker.
$so,ooo,ooo: \Villiam Astor;
Russell age ; . A. tevens ; estate of Moses Taylor, Brown &
Ives.
$4o,ooo,ooo: P. D. Armour;
F. L. Ames;\Villiam Rockefeller;
H . M. Flagler; Powers '·weightroan; estate of P. Goelet.

<
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$3s,ooo,ooo: C. P. Huntington; D. 0. Mills; estates ofT. A.
Scott, J. W. Garrett.
$3o,ooo,ooo: G. B. Roberts;
Charles Pratt; Ross Winans; E.
B. Coxe; Claus Spreckels; August
Eelmont; R. J. Livingston; Fred
Weyerhauser; Mrs. Mark Hopkins; Mrs. Hetty Green; estates
of S. V. Harkness, _R. W. Coleman, I. M. Singer.
$2s,ooo,ooo: A. J. Drexel; J.
S. Morgan; J. P. Morgan;
Marshall Field; David Dows; J.
G. Fair; E. T. Gerry; estates of
Governor Fairbanks, A. T. Stewart, A. Schermerhorn.
$22,soo,ooo: 0. H. Payne;
estates of F. A. Drexel, I. V.
Williamson, W. F. \Veld.
$2o,ooo,ooo: F. W. Vanderbilt; Theodore Havemeyer; H.
0. Havemeyer; \V. G. Warden;
W. P. Thompson; Mrs. Schenley; J. B. Haggin; H. A.
Hutchins; estates of W. Sloane,
E. S. Higgins, C. Tower, vVm.
Thaw, Dr. Hostetter, \Villiam
Sharon, Peter Donohue.

Edited by

J.

B. F.

How many acres are there in a
square tract of land containing as many
acres as there are boards in the fence
nclosing it, if the board are I I ft. long,
and the fence is 4 boards high. Z. B.

I

'I

Will you please tell me through the
query column of THE STUDENT if there
has been a poet laureate appointed in
England as the successor of Tennyson?

Answer.-There has been no
one appointed as yet.
Would you be kind enough to give, in
the query department, the average percentage of alcohol in the principal wines
and liquors?

Answer.-The percentage is as
follows: Beer, 4; porter, 4· 5 ;
ale, 7.4; cider, 8.6; champagne,
I2.2j gin, 51.6 ; brandy, 53·4;
rum, 53· 7; whisky, 54·
\\'hat is the fastest railroad time on
record?

Answer.-The fastest time is
one mile in 3 7 seconds, which is
at the rate of 97·3 miles an hour.
It was made on the New York
Central, Nov. I8, I 892.

~

I would he obliged if you would tell
me the average number of railroad collisions in the United States.

Answer.-The record for five
years is as follows: I887, 700j
I 888, 804 j I889, 7 49; I89o,
I04Ij I89I, II37·

ARITHlliEIICAL PAGE.
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HOWALTER.
2. \ hat
um mu t a per:;on save annually, commencing at 2I years of age.
so that he may be worth 25,000 when
he i 40 years old, if he ~ets 6 % com.
pound interest on hi money?
Id.

I

'
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HISTORY OF THE MONTH.
3· A note for $ Io:J was due on Sept.
but on Aug. IIth the maker proposed
to pay as much in advance as would
allow him 2 months ::tfter Sept. I to pay
the balance. How much must be paid
Aug. I I, money being worth 6%.
Id.
I,

4· Three men, A, B and C, buy a
grindstone 3 ft. in diameter, for $6.
A pays $3, and takes the outer portion
of the stone; B pays $2, and takes the
portion in the rentre; C pays $I, and
ta kes the portion between A and B; how
much of the diameter must each one
grind off?
M. T.

'··
~

[This page will be devoted exclusively
to arithmetical problems and their solu-

tions, a nd the discussion of such questions as will aid th ose interested in the
subject of arithmetic.
All problems sent in by the 15th of
the month will appear in the next
month's is~ue; but, in order to give our
friends an opportunity to send in their
solutions, the answers to the problems
will not appear till the !'ucceedi ng issue.
The editor asks the h earty co-operation of those interested in this subject in
making this page allotted to us one of
interest and usefulness .
Questions and answers intended for
this page should be in by the I 5t h of the
month, and be addressed to the editor
of this department.-Ed.]

HiSTORY OF THE llfONTH
[Feb. I6 to March 15, r893.]
Feb. I6.- The tre aty of annexation
conclud ed between th e Secretary of State
Foster, and the Commissioners of the
Provisional Government of Hawaii was
made public together with the message
of President Harrison.

\

Feb. I7. - J. Sterling Morton of Nebraska visited 1r. Cleveland at Lake·
wood and accepted the Secretaryship of
Agriculture.-A peace was signed by
the representatives of the warring forces
in Kansas. leaving the Republicans in
possessiOn of what they demanded.Paul Neumann, the envoy of the queen
of the H awaiian Islancis to the United
tates arrived in Washington.-The
Home Rule Bill was read for the first
time in the House of Commons .
Feb. I8. -A Kansas Court rendered
a decision upholding the Republican
House iu that state.-The heaviest snow

since the blizzard in r888 fell in several
of the Atlantic States.-Both b ranches
of th e Alabama Legislature have passed
a bill providing for the Australian Ballot-The Wyoming Legislature adjourned leaving the appointment of the
United States Senator to the Governor .
-Judge Howell E. Jackson's appointment as Associate Justice of the Supreme
Court was confirmed.
Feb . I9.-A severe storm raged east
of the Mississippi River. - Six thousand
persons gathered in St. Peters, Rome,
where the Pope officiated at the special
Jubi lee Mass.
Feb. 20.-Gen. Beauregard died at
New Orleans, aged 65 years.
Feb. 2I.-- Three persons were killed
and twelve injured in the wreck of the
West Shore R. R., near Palmyra.
Feb. 22.-::'>Ir.
leve land announced
that he had completed his Cabinet. The

HiSTORY OF THE MONTH.
tomplete Cabinet being as follows:
Feb. 26.-Colonel Frederic Baine editWalter Q. Gresham of Illinois, Secretary or of the German Correspondent at Balvf State; John G. Carlisle of Kentucky, timore, died in that city.
Secretary of Treasury; Daniel S. LaFeb. 27.--The United States Senators
mont of New York, Secretary of War;
gave a complimentary dinner to ViceHilary A. Herbert of Alabama, Secrepresident Morton.-Twenty-six anarchtary of the Navy; Hoke Smith of
ists were arrested while at work in a
Georgia, Secretary of the Interior; J . bomb factory in Rome.
Sterling Morton of Nebraska, SecreFeb. 28.--Eight persons were killed
tary of Agriculture; Wilson S. Bissell
by the falling of the walls of a burntof New York, Postmaster GeneraLout building in Chicago.-The DemoRichard Olney of Massachustts, Atcrats nominated Carter Harrison for
torney General. - The President ismayor.· -The Populist members of the
sued a proclamation revoking the tolls
Kansas Lt!gislature took their seats in
levied on the Canadian vessels and
the Representatives Hall, and were recargoes in Sault St. Marie CanaLceived by the Republicans without demWashington's birthday w.as celebrated
onstration.
throughout the country.-The Princess
March I.--The Princess Kaiulani of
Kaiulani of Hawaii sailed from LiverHawaii arrived in New York from Eng·
pool for this country.
land.
Feb. 23.-Govemor Osborn. of WyomMarch 2.-President-elect Cleveland
ing appointed A. C. Beckwith, a Demo«;rat, of Evanston to the United States arrived in Washington.--President HarSenate. - The American Bimetallic rison has accepted a Professorship in the
League in session at Washington adopted Leland Stanford University. He will
a resolution demanding the free and un- deliver a series of lectures on Constitulimited coinage of silver.-Rufus Hatch tional Law, beginning next October.died in New York.-The Bering Sea The Pope's eighty-third birthday was
Commission of Arbitration held a formal observed in Rome.--Ex-governor Bishop
meeting in Paris, and adjourned until of Ohio, died in Florida.
March 23.
F eb. 24. - ]ohn W. Mackay the millionaire mine owner was shot in San
Francisco by a man who aftenwards shot
himself. The assassin >v.ill die~ but Mr.
Mackay's injury is not fatal.
.Feb. 25. - .J>resident Harvison i~sued a
p roclamation calling an extra session of
\he Senate on March 4.- The Supreme
Court of Kansas decided that the Republican House was the legally constituted body. Anarchists Bauer and
Knold, convicted of attempting to kill
Henry C. Frick, were sentenced to five
ears at har.d labor in the penitentiary.

..

March 3.-Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland
dined with President Harrison and Mrs.
McKee.-President Harrison signed the
Car coupler Bill.
llfarch 4. - Grover Cleveland was inaugurated President of the United
States, and A. E. Stevenson took the
oath of office as Vice-president.-The
F ifty -second Congress expired by limitation.-Judge Howell E. Jackson took
the oath of office as a member of the
United tates Supreme Court.
llfa rclt 5.-The ground on which the
town of andgate, England, stands sank
several feet. Two hundred hou es were

1. ,
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damaged. - -Mr. Taine the French his
torian and critic is dead.
llfa1·ch 6.-- Ex President Harrison was
welcomed back to Indianapolis by a
popular demonstration.--The Cabinet
nominations were confirmed.--Senator
Sherman introduced a resolution for an
amendment ch:mging the inauguration
day to April 30.
Marclt 7.-The members of President
Cleveland's Cabinet were sworn in and
took their respective offices.
March 8.-The directors of the Western Union Telegraph Co., elected
Thomas T. Eckert president in place of
Dr. Norvin Green deceased.-Princess
Kaiulani arrived in Washington.
Marclt g.-The President sent to the
Senate the following nominations: Josiah Quincy to be Assistant Secretary of
State; Robert A. Maxwell to be Fourth
Assistant Postmaster General; Isaac P.
Gray to be Minister to Mexico; Patrick
A. Collins to be Consul General at
London.-President Cleveland withdrew
the Hawaiian treaty from the Senate.
Marclt Io. - Boston was visited by one
of the most destructive fires in its history,
property being burnt to the value of four
and a half million of dolbrs.-Dr. An-

drew Peabody of Harvard College died
in Boston.-John M. Coulter has resigned the presidency of the Indiana
University, and has accepted the presidency of Lake Forest University in
Chicago.
Marclt H.-Senator Allen was appointed by the Governor of Washington
to succeed himself in the United States
Senate.
llfa1'clz I2.-James W. Hyatt died at
his home in Norwalk, Conn.
Marclz I3.-The Princess Kaiulani
was given a special reception at the
White-House by tl.e President and Mrs.
Cleveland.-A resolution to limit the
business at the ~ p ecial session to executive matters was defeated in the United
States Senatc. - Mr. Gladstone is confined to his bed with sickness.-The
second reading of the Home Rule Bill
has been postponed until after Easter.
Marclz I4. - Mr. Gladstone is reported
much improved.-The trial of the Panama Canal cases in Paris still continues
with many sensations and much excitement.
Marclt I5.-An electrical storm caused
much damage in several Eastern ' tates.

THE EDITOR.
Chicago has been g1vmg the
"Fads" a severe over-hauling.
The Educational Congress at
the \Vorld's Fair will be held
July 25- 28. It will be a great
treat for all teachers.
Chicago has adopted a rule
compelling women who get married to resign at once.
This is

an absurd provision to say the
least.
It is to be hoped that Dr.
Harris, who has done such
efficient service as Commissioner of Education, will be retained in office by the present
administration.
His removal
would be a severe loss to the

'I
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profession. There are no party
lines on the retention of Dr.
Harris.
In Prof. Swing's address published in this number, occurs
these words ': "We do not educate our children; we need only
set the wheels to going and these
young hearts will turn them,
and as the bead grows older the
more rapidly the wheels will
turn." This contains the philosophy of education in a nut
shell. A student may attend an
institution four years and come
out with less motion to his
wheels than when he entered, or
he may attend another institution one year and acquire such
a momentum that his wheels
will keep on rotating till death
stops them.
Fortunate is the
youth who on entering school is
caught up in a whirlwind of enthusiasm, and whose dormant
powers are aroused to a degree
that is astonishing to himself.
His educational campaign after
that is one of ''Vim, vigor and
victory."
The Star.

The last program of the term
was given March 18, in old
Chapel Hall.
Prof. Heritage
took part in the musical part of
the program and Prof. Carver
gave one of his excellent lectures on Shakespeare, the character "Cordelia." The Star has not
taken a ballot this year.
The
elections have all been unanimous, and the Recording ecretary cast one ballot for the
officers as follows:
E.
0.

Busenburg, Pres.; R. L. Moore,
Vice Pres.; Hettie Baker, Rec.
Sec.;
Ella McMullen, Cor.
Sec.; J. E. Karns, Treas.; W.
H. Garland, 1st Critic; Maud
Fyke, 2nd Critic; J. vV. Stalker,
1st, Editor; Maggie Osmond,
2nd Editor; W. H. M11yne,
Vocal Chorister; Carrie Parker,
Instrumental Chorister; A. E.
Ivey, 1st Marshal; J. J. Riggs,
2nd Marshal; H. A. Berry, J.
0. Mcilwain, and Chas. Brann o n, Commissioners,
The
society gave a vote of thanks to
the Pres. and Rec. Sec., E. S.
Waterbury and Mrs. N. C.
Stott, for their efficient work for
the term.
·
Anna V. Cooper is teaching
at Cedar Rapid:;.
She expects
to return for the summer term.
F. F. Philips, one of our
bright Stars, and scientific of
'89, is located at Pickens, Miss.,
doing good work. He is closing his fourth year at that place.
Lillie Jones is teaching in
the Chicago schools.
She will
visit her friends on the Hill in
the near future.
Lucy Benson, now at Reedsburg, Wis., is enjoying her work
in first grade public school.
She will be in school here during the summer.
G. G. Feldman is practicing
law at South Bend, Ind. He
ha been thinking of going into
partnership.
Miss Margaret Donahue, one
of the prominent tars of last
year, spent a few days visiting
the school during the latter
part of :March.

,.
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Olof H. Green· is teaching at
Vesper, Wis.
Miss Florence Kent is teaching at Spokane, Wash.
W. H. H. Hounsley has a
situation in the State Auditor's
office at Springfield, Ill.
Miss Alice Schumaker is
teaching school near Columbia
City, Ind.
B. F. Templeton, scientific of
'83, is taking special studies at
the University of Illir~ois.
Miss Ethel Cauble is at Alto
Pass, Ill. She employs herself
teaching music.
L. M. Conn is principal of
the high schonl at Washington,
Mo . He writes that he will be
back to Valparaiso this summer.
A. H. Jackson is teaching at
Wisetown, Ill.
He is assisted
by his wife.
Mr. and Mrs.
Jackson have both spent several
summers in Valparaiso.
Miss Emma J. Kenton is
teaching at Gloue, Arizona.
She writes that she will be in
Valparaiso during the coming
summer.
W. E. Volkee and wife, both
old students of the Normal,
have just returned from South
Dakota, where they have been
spending the winter.
Miss L. Estelle Paullin graduated from the Medical
chool
of the North \Vestern University, March 30 1893·
Miss
Paullin prepared for the medical
course in the
orthern Indiana
Normal School.

Prof. J. F. Smith, who has
been principal of the Roanoke
high school during the past
year, is taking special studies at
the Northern Indiana Nor mal
School.
B. B. Riggs is teaching the
public school at Wilgus, Arizona, at a salary of $8o. oo per
month. He writes that he will
return to school this summer.
J. A. Divine is teaching his
second year in the public
schools of Oakland City, Ind.,
having charge of the sixth and
seventh grades.
Miss Tillie C. Shay, scientific of '91, who has been teaching during the past winter at Snohomish, vVash., was married
March I, 1893, to Mr. G. T.
Sornson, a real estate dealer of
that place.
Miss Nora Hunt is teaching
in the primary department of
the public schools at Mokena,
Ill., and taking lessons in elocution in Chicago. She will be
in Valparaiso to attend the
summer term.
Prof. J. N. Roe, who has
been in Chicago for some time
doing special work in the sciences, is back to the Nor mal to
resume his work as instructor.
Students acquainted with Prof.
Roe will be glad to welcome
him back.
S. J. Hall is taking the law
course at Ann Arbor.
In a
recent letter he says: "1 have
met many Valparaiso students
here, and all are free to peak
their praises of the . I. N.

THE EDITOR.
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What we miss most here is Valparaiso's business hustle and
the blessings of the Star Literary Society."
Prof. B. F. Sisk, scientific of
'go and principal of the Monrovia high school, has published a book entitled, ''Outlines
of Grammar for the Use of
Schools and Colleges."
The
outline is an excellent onecomplete, logical and practical.
The illustrative sentences cover
every difficulty which the student of grammar is likely to
encounter.
It can not fail to
be a valuable aid in the study of
that important subject.
"This may be the last solo we
shall hear from Miss Jennie
Thatcher."
These were the
mysterious words
of Prof.
Kinsey on the morning of
March 23rd, after Miss Jennie
Thatcher had sung one of her
charming solos
before the
school.
The audience looked
perplexed and wondered what
the words meant. They thought
it possible that she whose songs
had so often delighted them was
going to leave the school- going
into some other state perhaps.
That same evening their fears
were realized, Miss Thatcher
did in fact change states. The
ceremony was performed by the
Rev. J. H. 0. rnith, the groom
was Mr. Geo. F. Beach, a wellknown young business man of
Valparaiso, and the happy
couple took the evening train
for their wedding tour- that
tells the whole
tory. Thei"r
wedding toqr bein& ov~r Mrs.

Beach has returned to her work
at the Normal, and will do the
best she can to fill Miss Thatcher's place.
CLASSICS OF 'gr.
A. F. Heltman is still at his
old place in Denton, Texas.
S. N. Chenault is principal of
the city schools in Alvarado, Tex.
A. M. Otwell is principal of
schools at Lewisville, Texas.
K. w·. Harris is principal of
schools at Alvin, Texas.
F. D. Brown is principal of
schools at Troy, Mo.
In his
class letter he makes the following suggestion: "Now I move
that every one consider it his
duty to so arrange things that
we can have a class re -union at
Valparaiso, some time during
'g3."
E. H. Stroeter is principal of
schools at Missouri City, Mo.
C. C. Rogers is principal of
the high school at Liberty, Mo.
U. S. Conn is at the head of
a flourishing normal school at
Gibbon, Nebraska.
J. H. Ragsdale is principal of
schools at Oglesby, Ill.
G. T. Cass is at his home in
anville, Ill.
Miss Jennie Shepard is still
teaching in the Northern Indiana Normal chool, where she
has been employed since her
graduation.
Miss Cassie Quinlan is at her
home in College Mound, Mo.
J. C Cleveland is teaching at
-aievins, Te~as ,

FEBRUARY EXAMlNATION QUESTIONS FOR INDIANA.
V'

WRITING AND SPELLING.
The penmanship shown in the manu scripts of the entire examination will be
graded on a scale of 100, with reference
to legilility (50), regularity of form (30),
and neatness (20). The handwriting of
each applicant will be considered in itself, rather than with reference to standard models.
The orthography of the entire examination will be graded on a scale of xoo,
and I will be deducted for each word incorrectly written.

oi
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ARITHMETIC.
State clear! y your method of giving
pupils definite ideas concerning decimal
fractions.
I.

2. When it is 4 hours. 20 minutes p.
m., 65° 25' west longitude, what is the
time 17° 20 1 east longitude?
3· Sold % of an article for what ~ of
it cost; what is the gain per cent.?
"

4· A; merchant deducts 20% from his
marked price and still makes a profit of
16 % . At what advance on cost are the
goods marked?
5· The Capitol at Washington is 75 I
feet long and 384 feet wide. How many
acres does it cover?
6. A man sold $I4 1 IOO U. P. 7's at I 18
and invested the proceeds inN. Y. C. &
H . R. 5's at 94· How was his annual
income affected, and how much?

\

7· The amount is $22.28~; time, 2
years, 9 months, 27 days; rate, IO %.
What is the principal?
8. If it cost $120 to build a wall 40
feet long, 14 feet high and I foot 6
inches thick, how much will it cost, at
the sarne rate~ to build a wall l8o feet

long, 2I feet high, and · I foot 3 inches
thick? Solve by proportion and explain
the arrangement of the terms ..
ANSWERS.

I.

I. Have them clearly understand the
Arabic (Hindoo) notation. Show them
that in any number the value of any
digit is ten times what it would be were
it one place to the right, while its value
is but one tmtlt of what it would be in
the next place on the left; hence the
system is a decimal system.
2. Have them see that in any number
the value of any digit decreases as it is
moved to the right, and increases as it
is moved to the left, and that the rate
of decrease and increase is uniform.
3· Have the pupils clearly see that
since the digit in the tens place simply
denotes the number of tenths of one
ltundred, affd that the one in the units
place denotes the number of tenths of
ten_- they will then see that the digit
next on the right of the units' place will,
in like manner, denote the number of
tenths of one, etc.
4· Have them know that the separatrix (.) simply shows where the number of tenths, hundredths, etc,, of o1u
begins.
IJ.

65° 25' + I7° 20 1= 82U 0 • 1
2. I5° =6o min.
3~ 1°=4 min.
4· 8zUo=82U X 4 min. = 33I min. =
5 hr. 31 min.
5· 4 hours 20 min. p. m. + 5 hrs. + 31
min .= 9 hrs. + 51 min. p. m.
. ·, It is ~ 1 min. past 9 o'cloc~ p. m,
I.

~·
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III.

VII.

1. % of the art. =t of cos.t.
2. All " " " =!X t of cost or l-I
of cost, selling price cf the whole article
at the same rate.
3· . ·. Loss is t r l4 or r54 •
4· l;r=sTo:f %=3 5t %• loss.

Amt. of $1 for 2 yrs. 9 mo. 27 da. @
I0 %=$ 1.2825.
$22.285
.·.Principal.:=--- or' $17.38-.
1.2825

IV.

Ist condition: $120, 40 ft. long, 14
ft. high, I~ ft. thick.
2d condition: Cost, I8o ft. long, 21
ft. high, I;:( ft. thick.
40:I8o
I4:21 ::$12o:Cost

1.
2.
3·
4·
5·
6.

I oo % =cost.
I6 % =gaitL
II6 %=selling price.
20% or ! off= }_: on.
!-of II6~ = 29%·
II6 %+ 29% = I45 %, m. p.
. ·. Goods must be marked 45.% in
advance.

V.
I. A surface 75 I ft. by-384 ft. = 288,384 sq. ft.
2. 43560 sq. ft. = I A.
3· I sq. ft.=nhlf A.
4· 288384 sq. ft = 2;f-.l-rl-U•A. or 6jH ~

A.
VI.
IOO _%=$ I4,100, P. V. of U. P. 7's.
I ,%=$141.
II8 %= II8 X $I4I=$I66J8, M. V. of

u.

P. 7'S.

118 % ~7 % ·

%·

IOO %=I-? 0 %=5H%, rate uf income
on 7's.
94 %=5 5?·
I _%=?1"4%
I00 %=59ol%=51~ 7f, ,

on

fs:

1~:1};(

r8oX 2I X r.l( X$ I2o

.. Cost
40X I4 X I~

If length only be considered, the costs
of the walls would be as 40 is to I8o; . ·.
1st couplet is 40:180, etc., considering
each dimension alone.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR.
Make out a course of study in Language and Grammar for the eight grades
below the High School, showing definitely the kind and amount of work to
be done in each grade.
ANSWER.

IOO %=P. V. oi N.Y. C. & II. R. 6's.
94 % =$I66J8, M. V. of same.
I .% =$177.
5 %=5 X $177=$885,income from 5's.
7 % of$14,I00= $987,
7's.
$987-$885=$ 102, what his income
was diminished.
1 % =rt

VIII.

rate of_income

First Grade.-Oral work consisting
of conversation between teacher and
pupil, reproduction of stories told by the
teacher, description of objects, pictures,
description of experiences, etc. All this
work should be done orally, and, in
country schools, in connection with reading lessons. In graded schools where
the teacher has more time for each grade,
a special language class may he formed,
but it need not be called a "language
class" and the pupils should not know
that they are called up to have their
speech corrected. They should learn
~argely by imitation.=

,.

't

FEBRUARY EXAMINATION• QUESTIONS.
Suond Grade.-The work should be
a continuation of the first year's work,
together with some drill on the different
kinds of sentences, some attention to
capitals and punctuation. Drill should
be given upon the use of is, are; was,
were; I, me; to, too, two; etc.
Third Grade.-Drill on use of this,
that; these, those; saw, seen; did, done;
went, gone; sit, set, sat; etc. Teach
use of comma, period, hyphen. Teach
arrangement of matter on slate and
paper.
Fourth Gradr.-In this grade the
pupil may take up a book of elementary
lessons in English. Drill in correct forms
of writing words and expressing thoughts,
omitting reasons therefor. Teach forming plurals, possessives, the noun, and
parts of sentence.
Fifth Grade.-Teach parts of speech,
analysis and diagraming of simple sentences. Letter writing, parts of a letter,
etc.
Sixth Grade.-In this grade the study
of grammar as a science may be commenced, taking up the parts of speech
with thdr modifications, conjugation of
verbs, etc.
Seventh Grade.-Continuation of texthook work with applications, giving
special attention to the subject of syntax.
Eigllth Grade.- Text book continued.
special work on punctuation, prose compositions, outlining subjects, paragraphing, letter writing, and prosody.

PHYSIOLOGY.
(Seven out of ten.)
Explain the functions of living
matter.
1.

Describe the different nervous tis·
sues and explain the function of each.
2.

I9J

3· Describe the atlas.
4· Make a sketch of a longitudinal
section of a long bone, naming the parts.

5· How do voluntary muscles differ
from involuntary (a) in structure? {b) in
action?
6. What is coagulation? Of what use
is it?
7· What and where are the salivary
glands?.
8. Give a brief description of th e
cerebro-spinal system.
9· Describe the auditory apparatus.
1
10. 'A here are the centers controlling
voluntary motion situated.

ANSWERS.

Reproduction, assimilation, growth
and development.
I.

. 2 . Nerve cells and nerve fibres are
the structural elements of nerve tissue.
There is but one kind of nerve tissue that
being nerve tissue itself. Nerve cells
generate and correlate nerve force.
Fibres diffuse and carry nerve force.

3· It is a ring of bone, a modified
cervical vutebra, the first of the spinal
column.

4·
5· Voluntary muscles are striated and
act immediately upon stimuli. Involun tary are non -striated arranged in sheets
mostly and act relatively slow.
6. It is the clotting or solidifyine: ol
the blood. Fibrine fibers are produced
through its ma>s which entangle the
corpuscles and arrest hemorrhage.
7· Three pairs of glands, parotid, submaxillary, and sublingual, arranged
about the mouth cavity into which they
pour their secretion for digestion.
8. It is the nervous system whos _
centers are located within the neural and
cranial cavities. It supplies the striated

:I
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muscles with fibres. It is the nerve of
the voluntary functions. It contains the
centers of consciousness, of respiration,
of reflex action.
9· It ccmsists of the externa:, middle
and internal ear, together with the auditory nerve and its endings. The external ear has the pinna and external
auditory canal. The middle ear, the
tympanum, contains air and is traversed
by !.1 chain of small bones, the auditory
ossicles. It communicates with the
pharynx through the eustachian tube.
The internal ear is the labyrinth.
10.

In the cerebro spinal axis.

GEOGRAPHY.
I. What is the use of the "scale of
miles" as printeq on the map of a country?
2. Explain and give the location of
the International Date Line.

3· What subjects would you discuss
under the topic of Mathematical Geo£'raphy?
4· What causes operate to make isothermal lines vary from parallels of !atitude?

5· What is the general direction of
winds in the torrid zone? Why?
6. What are the leading occupations
of the people of the New England
States? W~y?

7· Name the leading exports of Australia. What peculiarities of climate
does one fin<) in this continent?
8. Descri.be somewhat in brief the
drainage systems of Europe?
AN \VERS.

I. To determine distances absolute
and relative between places represented
on the map.

2. The international Date Line is a
line drawn irregularly through the Pacific Ocean. When it is Sunday west of
the line, it is Monday east of it. The
reason therefore is the fact that a vessel
sailing half way round the earth gains
half a day by going in a direction opposite to that in which the sun apparently
moves: a vessel going west, for an analagous reason, loses half a day. The International Date Line, like most boundaries of time belts, needs adjustment almost yearly. The following is the latest
adjustment: Take a Mercator chart
and trace as follows: South, through
Bering ;;ea; South West past the Aleutian islands; South from Attu island on
meridian I 72° to parallel IS 0 N; East on
ISth parallel to ISoth meridian W.;
South on I soth meridian to parallel I 5
S.; West clearing Society Islands to
meridian ISS W.; South to tropic of
Capricorn; S. W. by S. indefinitely.

3· The earth as a planet, the solar
system, names of planets, shape of the
earth, latitude and longitude, dimensions of the earth, day and night,
seasons, etc.
4· 1st. Ocean currents, cold and
warm. 2d. Atmospheric currents. 3d.
Mountain ranges forming barriers to
winds. 4th. The unequal heating effects of the sun's rays on land and water. Sth. Unequal heating effects of
sun's rays on low and elevated land
areas. 6th. The movement of the sun
between the Tropics carrying its perpendicular rays to different points of the
torrid zone.
S· Westward, because the earth rotates eastward.
6. Manufacturing, commerce and mining. It has a central location for commerce, and water power for manufacturing.

I
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1'l

1./

7· Gold, copper, wool, hides and preserved meats. A temperate climate,
moist in the east and about ~he coast
but dry in the interior.
8. There are two drainage systems in
Europe, the highland system and the
lowland system. The northern part of
the lowland system drains into the Arctic Ocean and Baltic Sea. The southern
part of the same drains into the Black
and Caspian seas. The Mediterranean
Sea receives part of the water of the
highland system, the remaining part
flows into the Atlantic and German
oceans.

U. S. HISTORY.
Give the name of two distinguished
French explorers, and state what part of
the country was explored by each.
1.

2. Locate the following, and tell for
what each is historically noted: Valley
Forge; Ft. Duquesne; Lundy's Lane;
Appomattox.

3· What territory has the United
States acquired by purchase? By annexation? By conquest?
4· Name five leading poets, with one
of the poems of each; also, five noted
American prose writers, with a leading
work of each.
5· Name five important subjects over
which the United states government has
exclusive jurisdiction, and state why this
exclusive jurisdiction was given to the
United States government?
ANSWERS.
I. Cartier ascended the river St. Lawrence to the Indian village of IIochelaga,
the present site of :\1ontreal. Cham·
plain explored the country about the 't.
Lawrence river and established a settlement at Quebec.

2. Valley Forge on the chuylkill is
noted as the place where Washington
and his army spent the winter of I 7771778. Ft. Duque ne at the junction of
the Allegheny and M nongabela rivers,
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noted as one of the objective points of
the French and Indian War. Lundy's
Lane, near Niagara Falls on the Canadian
side, noted as the place of one of the
greatest battles of the War of 1812.
Appomattox, in the central part of Virginia, noted as the place where Gen.
Lee surrendered to Gen. Grant.
3· By purchase, Louisiana Territory,
the Gadsden Purchase (part of Ariwna),
Alaska, Florida. By annexation, Texas.
By conquest, the Mexican Cession, including which is now California, Ne·
vada, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, and
parts of Colorado ~nd Wyoming.
4· (a) William Cullen Bryant, Thanatopsis; John G. Whittier, Snow Bound;
Longfellow, Hiawatha; Eugene Field,
Little Boy Blue; Oliver Wendell Holmes,
The Boys. (b) Washington Irving, Life
of Columbus; James Fenimore Cooper,
Leather Stocking Tales; W. D. Howells, A Woman's Reason; Harriet
Beecher 'towe, Uncle Tom's Cabin;
Edward Eggleston, The Hoosier Scho \master.

5· The United States has the exclusive power: To regulate commerce with
foreign nations. To establish a uniform
rule for naturalization. To coin money
and regulate the value thereof. To establish post-offices and post roads. To
provide and maintain a navy. These
powers were given to the Uriited States
because giving them to the states separately would have caused a great multiplicity of laws and great confusion.

GENERAL QUESTIO
Give your name, age and postoffice
address.
I.

2. What special preparation have you
made for teaching?

3· Name the educational papers and
periodicals that you take and read.
4·
arne the books on theory and
practice of teaching that you have read.
5· How many days were you present
at the last County Institute?
6. II ave you taught school?
grade? How many months?

\ hat
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7· For how many months was your
last certificate granted?
·

8. Have you given or received aid
during this examination?
9· Have you ever held a six months'
license in this county?
10. Did you take an active part in the
Township Institutes of the township in
which you taught last year?

I 1. What books of the Reading Circle
course have you studied, and when?

NoTE.-These
answered in full.

questions

must

be

2. They should know the meaning of
every word, and should get every
thought contained in it. They should
know how to read it with proper pronunciation, articulation, emphasis, and
inflection-in such a manner as to convey the meani~g forcibly to the hearer.

3· Because children learn largely by
imitation. It is with reading as with
other things; as the teacher is so will the
pupils be.

5· Silent reading is to convey the
thoughts to the reader; oral reading is
intended to convey the thoughts to the
• hearer.

READING.

SCIENCE OF EDUCATION.

I live for those who love me,
For the hearts that love me true,
For the Heaven that smiles above me,
And awaits my spirit too;
For the right that lacks assistance,
For the wrong that needs resistance,
For the future in the distance,
And the good that I can do.-Banks.

(Applicant to answer five out of the six.)
I. Why should a teacher try to inter·
est pupils in their subjects of study?

How would you proceed to teach
children from 10 to I2 years of age to
read this stanza?
IO.
I.

What would you expect to have
them know when you are ready to leave
it?
20.
2.

3· Why should the teacher be a good
reader?
10.
4· What are the characteristics of a
good reading book?
20.

2. What do you understand to be the
difference between fancy and imagination?

3· Show in what common school subject pupils most need to vse their sense
perception.
4· What is the distinctive difference
between inductive reasoning and deductive reasoning?

5· Show that there is a real difference
between telling and teaching.
6. Make a statement fit to offer to
children of six showing why they should
not whisper in school.

5· State the provinces of silent and of
oral

re~ding.

IO.

6. Let the applicant read his or her
manuscript on this set of questions to
the County Superintendent.
30.
ANSWERS.

I would try to make them understand the meaning of the stanza. This
should be done by requiring the pupils
to read it carefully before coming to
class and then by proper questioning in
the class. The teacher will make a mistake, however, if he indulges in much
philosophizing and morali zing with
pupils of that age.
I.

'l

ANSWERS.

Because the pupil develops just in
proportion as his mental activities are
called into action, and this will depend
on his interest in the subject.
I.

2. The two words are nearly synonymous. "Imai;ination" is a somewhat
loftier power of the mind than "fancy."
"Fancy" is applied to objects of a light
character. That power of the mind
which, when applied to productions of a
light character we call "fancy" would,
if applied to more dignified subjects, be
called "imagination."

3· Geography, spelling, and arithme-

,I
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tic call for the exercise of sense perception more than other common studies,
because they depend largely on the retention of certain forms.

,.

4· By induction we proceed from the
part to the whole, from the particular to
the general. By deduction we proceed
from the general to the particular.

5· Teaching a child a fact is to incorporate that fact into his being to make
it a part of him. Telling may have no
effect whatever; there is no teaching un less the activities of the child are called
into action.
6. "We should not whisper because
we all have something to do, and can
not do it right without giving it our attention; we cannot give attention to it if
some one is constantly talking to us. ''
It is not best for the teacher to give too
many reasons for what he requires to be
done. Young children should obey
promptly without calling for a reason.

THE AUTOCRAT OF THE
BREP,KFAST TABLE.
(The applicant to answer any six.)
What theory of wit does the Autocrat give?
1.

2. In the poem ''The Last Blossom''
· who are meant by the lines,
'•We think upon those ladies twain
Who loved so well the tough old Dean?''

3· What is the test by which the Autocrat thinks souls will know themselves
in eternity?
4· Vv'hat clubs are referred to as S.
M. A. societies?

5· lake a quotation from the Chambered Nautilus.
6. What instance or instances does
Dr. Holmes adduce of "unconscious
cerebration?''
7. Explain why a single expression in
conversation enables one to infer so
much of one's life and education. Give
an example.
8. What do you think Dr. Holmes
means by the statement, "These United
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States furnish the greatest market for
intellectual green fruit?''
9· State in your own words the substance of some pedagogical lesson you
have obtained from the reading of the
Autocrat of the Breakfast Table.
10. Make a quotation and justify your
selection bv a statement of its value.

ANSWERS.

That the essence of wit consists in
a partial and incomplete view of whatever it touches.
1.

I

The "Dean'' refers to Dean wift
and the "ladies twain ' ' are Stella and
Vanessa with whom Swift had certain
love relations.
2.

3· Souls will know themselves by the
little things with whLch they have been
connected.
4· S. M. A. means ''Societies of
Mutual Admiration." It has reference
to literary clubs composed of distinguished literary and scientific men.
5· "This is the ship of pearl, which,
poets feign,
Sails the unshadowed main.''
6. "You forget a name in conversa ·
tion,-go on talking without making any
effort to recall it,-and presently the
mind evolves it by its own involuntary
and unconscious action, while you are
pursuing another train of thought, and
the name arises of itself to your lips."
7· Because our speech is acquired
from our associates. If our speech is
vulgar it shows that our associations have
been vulgar. Speech is the gauge of
the mental organization.
8. He means that the United States
a great market for poor literature.
9· Te':ichers should not be hasty in
judging child ren. The apparently dull
boy may turn out best a t maturity. :\len
are like fruit. If they ripen too soon
they immediately decay.
10. "The axis of the earth sticks out
visibly through the center of each and
every town or city." This i valuable
as showing how narrow and selfish people may become if they don't associate
with the outside world.
IS
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STUDENTS IN BOTANY
do well to examine Prof.
Hibbard's new PLANT RECORD,
which is advertised on another
page. It is made of excellent
paper, suitable for either writing
or drawing. It does not provide for a catalogue of details
but for a fundamental analysis
of the plant. It can be used by
beginners or advanced students.
Prof. Hibbard's long experience
as a teacher of botany has well
qualified him to prepare just
such a plant record as will meet
the practical wants of the student.
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The prize offered in4 the December number of the STUDENT
has been awarded to Prof. J. A.
Alexander, of Odon, Ind.
/t

Don't fail to
read
our
"Special Offer" in this number.
No educational journal has ever
made one so liberal.
The
magnificent premiums offered
are worth some effort.
However, this rcq uires no canvassing; simply the trouble of writing down a few names.

AGENTS WANTED.
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We want
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Write for the agency of THE
STUDENT, and special terms to
agents. Although it is less in
price than any educational
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Over 6o Illustrations on these . Subjects by Special Artists.
Almost 300 Select Readings, Recitations, Declamations, Gems of Poetry,
Brilliant Oratory, Tender Pathos, Thrilling Eloquence and Sparkling Wit and Humor carefully selected for this book form

I Complete 8peaKeF's
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A Beautiful Position for Public Speaking by the

Hon. ghauncey M. Depew.
4 68 F..A.G-:EJS_
-IN

Full Morocco, Only $2.25.
ll n:cal :Cnllnr:e,.
Phy si:cal :Cnlfnr:e,.
and :h:eslnrin!Ifully- 8utlined and Illustrated •
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In taking up Gesturing a full description is given of
how to place the feet, how the knees should be bent,
how the shoulders should be thrown back, the positior
of the face, eyes, arms, hands, and when the hand!
should be opened or closed, and at what elevation 01
angle placed; everything is made perfectly plain, ana
it is followed by example of these positions, illustrat·
lng when they should be u ed.
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Practical. Inexpensive.

l Ui YOUTH'S CYCLOPIOIA

Now ready in two large octavo volumes. Prepared by a corps of
teachers and educational writers expressly for use of pupils and students in public and private schools, seminaries and academies. Costing but a small fraction of
the price of the large cyclopredias, it is ten times more valuable for the purpose,
because it fits. 'reachers are enthusiastic in its praise, saying it meets a need
which has been long and deeply felt.
For agents it is a bonanza. No competition; no other book like it; a.
positive and urgent demand for it. We have a system of canvassing the schools
which insures quick work and big results. First agent took 100 orders in 10
days, another has taken orders for 263 sets in 7 weeks, and says "I have sold
books for ten years and this is the best seller I ever struck."
whowil.l give all their time and wan.t tomake.bigmoney.
"'lYe g1ve extra terms and exclusive te1·ritory.

WE WANT AGENTS

Teachers and Students who want profitable vacation work

should write us.

c.

F or full information and terms, address
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REMINGTON TYPEWRITER. \
The history of the R EMI NGTON shows
a steadily rising tide of popularity and
success. It is absolutely unrivalled for
Want pedagogical books. You can ' t afford to
all the essential qualities of a first-class
be without them.
writing machine.

ALL TEACHERS.

'67.
'73.
'74.
'80.

Working for the Student at Spare Times

First invention of the T ypewri ter now
By
know n as the Remington Standard . A
few m achines made by hand during this You can get them without any outlay of money.
and the following years.
To any subscriber of the STUDENT sending
The repeated experiments of the inventors
us two n ew cash subscriptions we will
having somewhat improved on the first
send post paid any one of the
crude attempts, it was brought into the
following books :
Remington factory at Ilion, New York .
(1.) DEGARMo 's E ssE TIALS OF METHOD. A
After more than a year of painstaking labor on the part of able mechanical ex- practical expo ilion of methods wi th illustrative
perts the first Remington-made machi nes outlines of common school studies. Price $o.65 .
were put upon the market.
(2. ) W ELCH'S H ow TO 0 RGA IZE, C LASSIFY,
F ive years after only I,ooomachines bad
AND TEACH A CoUNTY SCI-lOOL. Price
been sold. The public were slow to re·
$r. oo.
al ize the value of the invention.
(3.) W ELCH'S H ow TO STUDY. Price 1.00.
The number increased to 2,300 rna·
chines.
(4.) Gutt EY's NEw OPEN! G ExERCISES.
Price r .oo.
Five Thousand machines were sold this
year. I t grew in popular favor. In
All new books and up to t:1e times. The
books are for sale at price quoted and can
Sales bad risen to 20,000 machines per
be had by
annum.

'82.
'85.
'90.
our standing orders to our factory of
92. F indsmachines
per day inadequate to meet
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PHYSICIANS.

AYLESWORTH'S, No.2 E. Main St.

H. M. BERR, M. D., Physician and Surgeon.
Cor. Chicago and Lafayette Sts.

SEE ADV.

PHOTOGRAPHERS.
M. M. MfiDGE, No.8 Main St.

L. w. ELLIOT, !1. D., Homeopathic Physician and Sur
geon. Cor. Main and Franklin Sts.

SEE ADV.

LIVERY STABLES.
GEO. T. MILLER, Lafayette St., opp. Central House.

DENTISTS.

SEE ADV,

DR. H. N. RENNER, No. 11 E. Main St.
S:KE ADVERTISE:liENT..

DR. J. R. PAGIN, No.7 E. Maiu St.

SEE ADV.

BELL, BRO'S., No. 58 E. Main st.

SEE ADV.

GROCERS.
W. G. WINDLR, S. E. Cor. Main and Franklin Sts.

WATCHES AND JEWELRY.
W. H. VAIL, No. 7 Main St.

SEE ADV,

SEE ADV.

W. H. McCLURE, Formerly with Elgin Watch Co.
21 E. Main St.

No.

A. PARKS, Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, Cartridges,
Guns to rent, Keys of all kinds llttetl, Trunks repaired,
Umbrellas repaired and covered new.
o. 10 N . Wash1ngton St.

BOOKS.

FURNITURE AND PICTURE FRAMES.
JOHN LEPELL, No.

43

E. Main St.

SEE ADV.

LAUNDRY.
ve.

SEE AD>.

THE LIGHTCAP CU., No. 101-108 College Ave.
SEE ADV.

BOOTS AND SHOES.
J. F . TAL OTT, No. 9 E. Main t.

.(''
L. MAS EY, Hair cutting, Shampooing, and Razors put
In order. Good workmen. No.8 E. Main St.

GUNSMITH.

B. F. PERRINE, No. 111-115 College

BARBERS AND HAIR DRESSERS.
J. T. MASSEY, Ladles and children's hair cutting. Razors put in order. Hot and Cold Baths. No.6 w. Main St.

L. \V, BLOCH, "o. 4U W. Main St.

li:E ADV.

HARDWARE AND CUTLERY.
ROSS and BANISTER, No. 3R W. Main St.

EEADV.

MEATS.
SEE ADV.

J. W. IEB,No. 5 Franklin St.

When an wering advertisements mention THE STUDE 'T.

Sli:E ADV.

..

Going to be in the City a few days? You will want a FlllST CLA S Hotel,

IT IS CENTRALLY LOCATED.
(Opp. the Rock Island Depot and Board of Trade. )
IT HAS tro HANDSOMELY FURNISHED
ROOMS,
IT lS CLEAN AND COMFORT ABLE,
IT HAS A SUPERIOR SERVICE,

~~~~~~!!!!!~~~~

Rat~s

THE PROPRIETORS ARE EXPERIENCED
HOSTS, and will do everything possible to
make your stay pleasant.

$2.00 Per Day.

..

Supplementary Reading tor all Grades

.

•.

Rickoff's Supplementary First Reader.
By

REBECCA

D.

RICKOFF.

Boards, In pages.

Just out.

,.

25 cents.

'

Adapted for use with any First Reader and supplying a needed variety of reading matter for
pr:m01ry ~rades. Special features are: Objective treatment; \Vord, pbrase, sentence and
phonic methods; Teaching forms and use of printed words first by sight; Ingenious presentation of sounds and forms of letters; ·Memory lessons; Language developed by class conversations
and oral lananaae and blackboard work; D:1inty st1Jries, childlike but not childish in character;
Script altern~tin"'g with type lessons throug'1out; Numerous appropriate artistic illustrations.

.J!'

r·, '

Johonnot's Natural History Readers:
A series of pleasing stories and studies from nature.
Each book is profusely illustrated.
I. Books of Cats and Dogs and Other Friends,_ .............................. 17 cts.
II. Friends in Feathers and Fur and Other Neighbors, ............•............ 30 cts.
III. Neighbors with Wings and Fins, and Some Others, ........................ 40 cts.
IV. Some Curious Flyers, Creepers, and Swimmers, ............................ 40 cts.
V. Neighbors with Claws and Hoofs, and their Kin, .......................... ·54 cts.
VI. Glimpses of the Animate World,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . $1.00

Lockwood's Animal Memoirs, illustrated.
Part I. Mammals, .....................•.••.................................. 6o cts.
Part II. Birds, .................................•..•.•......•. . ............... 6o cts.

McGuffey's Natural History Readers:
Familiar Animals and their Wild Kindred,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... so cts.
Living Creatures of Water, Land and Air, ............•......................... so cts.
These books seek to arouse an intertst in natural history by simple description anecdote
and attractive, accurate, pictorial illustrations.
'
'

J ohonnot's Historical Readers:

.

A course of graded reading lessons adapted for use with any First, Second, Third or Fourth
Readers. Instructive, fascinating, artistic.
Grandfather's Stories: First Reader Grade, ...................................... 27 cts.
Stories of Heroic Deeds: Second Reader Grade, ................................. 30 cts.
Stories of Our Country: Third Reader Grade, .................................... 40 cts.
Stories of Other Land : Third Reader Grade, .................................... 40 cts.
Stories of the Olden Time: Fourth Reader Grade, ................................ 54 cts.
Ten Great Events in History: Fourth Reader Grade, ............................ ·54 cts.

Standard Supplementary Readers:
Cloth. Beautifully illustrated.
Easy Steps for Little Feet: First Reader Grade, .................................. 25
Golden Book of Choice Reading: ...· econd Reader Grade, .............•............ 30
Book of Tales: Third Reader Grade, ...............•....... ...... .............. 50
Readings in Nature's Book: Fourth Reader Grade, ............................... 65
Seven A~<:rica~ Cl~ssics: t For Higher Grades, j .................................
I
( ................................. 50
Seven Bn t1sh C ass1cs:

so

Monteith's Popular Science Reader,

cts.
cts.
cts.
s.
'ts.
ts.

75 cts.

The Geographical Reader and Primer,

60 cts.

Books sent prepa:d nn receipt of price. Liberal Terms for introduction. For dt>_ cription of
• the·e books write for catalogue Section 2. It is mailed free. Correspondence cordially invited.
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